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B.S., THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM & MARY IN VIRGINIA
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Joe Pater
This dissertation demonstrates a strong connection between the frequency of stress
patterns and their relative learnability under a wide class of learning algorithms.
These frequency results follow from hypotheses about the learner’s available repre-
sentations and the distribution of input data. Such hypotheses are combined with a
model of learning to derive distinctions between classes of stress patterns, addressing
frequency biases not modeled by traditional generative theory.
I present a series of results for error-driven learners of constraint-based grammars.
These results are shown both for single learners and learners in an iterated learning
model. First, I show that with general n-gram constraints, learners show biases in
their learning of stress patterns, mirroring frequency effects in the observed typology.
These include biases toward full alternation and fixed stress near word edges. I
show that these effects arise from the learner’s representation of the consistency and
x
distinctiveness of learning data. I formalize this notion within error-driven, constraint-
based learners.
I show how specific representational assumptions can lead to distinct predictions
about frequency, potentially adjudicating between theories. Languages with primary
stress placement independent of word parity are shown to be—with the right con-
straint set—more consistent and thus more readily learned, offering an explanation
for their relative frequency. This explanation is especially valuable because, while
parity-dependent languages exist, they are a small minority. I continue by showing
how such a model predicts biases in the size of stress windows and discuss the role of
this approach in deciding the nature of potentially “accidental” gaps.
I demonstrate that such a model can incorporate sources of bias outside the
learner’s representations. I give a model of a perceptual nonfinality effect based
on probabilistic misperception. This modification is shown to help account for typo-
logical skews in the edge of fixed stress and windows, as well as foot type for iterative
stress.
The methods used and conclusions drawn in this dissertation are potentially ex-
tendable to a wide range of linguistic phenomenon. This foundation is a way of
approaching some otherwise-unexplained frequency biases by grounding them in the-
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CHAPTER 1
FORMAL BIASES IN STRESS LEARNING
1.1 Overview
In this chapter, I first introduce the problem of probabilistic biases in linguistic
typology. Not all typological generalizations are categorical in nature, distinguishing
only between what is possible and what is impossible. Instead, many generalizations
are tendencies: statements of which sorts of pattern are more or less common. These
tendencies are problematic for generative phonology because the typical types of
models used are ones which make only categorical predictions, distinguishing between
systems the grammatical theory can represent and those it cannot. I argue for a
useful division of labor between the grammatical theory and a learning theory: the
grammatical theory provides a representational space in which learning operates,
biasing learning towards or away from particular patterns. I briefly sketch the use of
such biases to explain typology in an iterated learning model.
I next introduce the models to be used throughout: Maximum Entropy grammar
(Goldwater and Johnson, 2003), Robust Interpretive Parsing (Tesar and Smolensky,
2000), and one interpretation of iterated learning.
I discuss models of two types of bias. The first concerns the biases that emerge
from a theory of stress using very general (n-gram) constraints. Such a theory is shown
to predict biases in the frequency of iteration in stress and its most typical form. I
explain the emergence of this bias in terms of the key concept of distinctiveness. The
second type of bias, probabilistic predictions dependent on assumptions of featural
representations, serves to elaborate on these concepts.
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Finally, I formalize distinctiveness and related concepts. I provide the mathe-
matical background behind the biases discussed in the dissertation. I explain the
connection between error-driven models of learning in Maximum Entropy (Ja¨ger,
2007; Boersma and Pater, 2014) with classic work on perceptron learning (Novikoff,
1962). I prove conditions under which a pattern will be favored or disfavored by such
a learner.
1.2 Introduction
The principal goal of grammatical theories, particularly in a generative frame-
work, is to accurately predict the attested range of human linguistic systems. In its
most typical form, this work consists of matching predictions to a categorical typol-
ogy. Languages are described as attested or unattested, values of 1 or 0, and the
grammatical theory is designed to divide the space of logically possible languages
along these lines. Thus attested languages are meant to be representable in the hy-
pothesis space of the theory and unattested languages should not be. This approach
to typology and grammatical theorizing has driven much of the typological work in
the generative tradition, especially with frameworks like Optimality Theory (OT;
Prince and Smolensky, 1993/2004) and its Principles and Parameters predecessors
(Chomsky, 1979).
I argue that a categorical approach to linguistic theory is not rich enough. The
categorical view of typology ignores something crucial about linguistic patterns as
they actually are observed: they have frequencies. An attested pattern need not
be common—indeed, many patterns are apparent singletons. Standard generative
theory allows only two choices in dealing with such extremely rare patterns. They
can either be treated on a par with better attested patterns, or they can be ignored.
In many cases, this choice is arbitrary, and neither one is fully satisfactory. A concrete
example is given in §2.2. Languages in which main stress is placed on the “last” foot
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in an iterative stress system are very rare, but theories typically treat these on a par
with the usual placement of main stress on the “first” foot, and prior attempts to
address the observed difference have not succeeded.
This probabilistic view of the data given in typology corresponds to a probabilis-
tic view of grammatical theorizing. Rather than aiming for a theory that separates
attested from unattested, we can aim for the richer goal of predicting relative fre-
quencies. The typology of linguistic stress provides a useful domain in which to study
modeling of probabilistic typology, as previously undertaken by Bane and Riggle
(2008).
Stress is a common property of a variety of languages. It has been the subject of a
number of extensive typological studies (e.g. Hyman, 1977; Heinz, 2007; Goedemans,
2010), allowing for a reasonable understanding of the frequency of both individual
patterns and overall trends. In stress there are obviously common patterns, such as
penultimate stress, and obviously less common ones, such as antepenultimate stress.
We also see a divide between types of gaps: some unattested languages seem plausible,
such as four-syllable stress windows or pre-antepenultimate stress; others seem simply
impossible as human languages, such as stress on every prime-numbered syllable.
Simplifying these numerical patterns to a categorical distinction loses much of the
information in a survey. Ideally, our linguistic theories should, in toto, explain as
much of the observed pattern to human linguistic variation as possible. If we exclude
frequencies, losing the information they contain, we are no longer even attempting
this ideal. To better make such an attempt, our linguistic theories should be ones
which make predictions about frequencies, tested against frequency data. Stress data
allows us to verify these kinds of predictions with relative ease.
A theory of probabilistic typology need not take us far afield from the typical
assumptions of analysis. Representational assumptions are always necessary for any
theory of grammar and linguistic variation because they are necessary for the learn-
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ing of structure. In the generative tradition, these assumptions are substantial and
likely specific to the language faculty. These assumptions encode the task-specific
prior knowledge concerning the possible range of linguistic variation. Representa-
tions do not logically need to be so specific, but without some initial assumptions, a
learner can never make progress toward an effective hypothesis about the language
to which it has been exposed. In addition to representation, there is another set of
assumptions that are typically omitted in linguistics analysis: assumptions on the me-
chanics of learning. However, again, language is learned and thus these assumptions
are required. With just these two components—representation and learning—we can
extract probabilistic predictions. Any non-trivial learning algorithm, paired with a
representation, will exhibit biases for or against particular patterns described within
that representational space. Thus, at least some probabilistic predictions emerge au-
tomatically from components that are independently needed (and used) for a theory
of linguistic structure. Given that such biases must exist, it is natural to start with
learning in developing a theory of non-categorical typologies.
Stress typology proves a fruitful place to focus for this particular tack. Stress
generalizations operate over comparatively abstract phonological elements and de-
scriptions such as “stressed,” “unstressed,” “heavy,” and edge alignment. With a few
exceptions (e.g. interactions of weight and sonority with stress, nonfinality, etc.), the
descriptions of stress are relatively divorced from the phonetic substance. Although
surely perception and production have an effect on stress typology, their effect is felt
much less profoundly than in many other domains of phonological structure. Thus
stress provides a useful testbed for modeling probabilistic patterns using learning:
it is not seemingly possible, for example, to attribute the typology of stress to per-
ception and production per se. The substantial number of tendencies which remain
unexplained in a standard generative approach demand explication: as developed
here, through learning.
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1.3 Grammar, learning, and typology
1.3.1 Grammatical assumptions
In order to establish distinctions between linguistic patterns in their relative learn-
ability, it is useful to be able to inspect the results of learning and assign more than
one value to the results—not just a success or failure. One way in which this can be
accomplished is by using a stochastic grammar model. In such a system, the goal
of learning is to match the probability distribution of the input data, which might
happen to be categorical in nature. These grammars induce a probability distribution
over a set of possible output forms given a particular input. The process of learning a
categorical grammar consists of giving the target forms probabilities closer and closer
to 1.
I adopt Maximum Entropy Grammar (MaxEnt; Goldwater and Johnson, 2003) as
a formalization which satisfies this criterion. MaxEnt is a form of Harmonic Grammar
(HG; Legendre et al., 1990; Smolensky and Legendre, 2006), establishing probabili-
ties of output forms on the basis of their weighted sum of violations. The grammar
maps a set of inputs to candidate outputs through the operations Gen, and these
output candidates are assigned violations based on a constraint set Con. MaxEnt
thus shares much of the framework of Optimality Theory, only differing importantly
in its assignment of probabilities and use of weights. The merits of probabilities are
clear for the kind of work undertaken here—probabilistic predictions are ideal for
probabilistic data. The weighted constraints of Harmonic Grammar have been ex-
tensively explored, yielding potentially positive and negative aspects of such a model
(e.g. Pater, 2009). My use of MaxEnt suffices to describe probability distributions
simply within a framework that is relatable to the assumptions discussed in much of
generative phonology.
In MaxEnt, output probabilities are taken to be proportional to the exponential
of harmony, itself the weighted sum of violations for a candidate.
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p(j|i) ∝ eHij (1.1)
= ew
Tvij (1.2)
Hij refers to the harmony of candidate j coming from input i with violation vector
vij under the weights w. A violation vector is an ordered set of numbers corresponding
to the violations a candidate incurs for each constraint in the constraint set Con.
The coefficient of proportionality Zi just serves to create a probability distribution
out of this quantity. It is the sum of exponentiated harmonies for all candidates in








Violations are assumed to be non-positive and weights non-negative. Thus, worse
candidates have more negative harmonies, leading to lower probability. For exam-
ple, consider two candidates a and b with harmonies −1 and −4, respectively. The
exponentials of these harmonies are e−1 ≈ 0.37 and e−4 ≈ 0.02. To calculate the




MaxEnt is not unique in being a constraint-based stochastic model of grammar.
For example, Stochastic Optimality Theory (Boersma, 1997) induces probability dis-
tributions over candidates by using numerical ranking values and random noise. Noisy
Harmonic Grammar (Boersma and Pater, 2014) is similar—harmonies are evaluated
as normal in Harmonic Grammar except that the constraint weights used are per-
turbed by random noise on each evaluation. In this study I have chosen MaxEnt
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over e.g. Noisy HG for its simple and explicit method of calculating candidate prob-
abilities. MaxEnt, in contrast to alternatives, does not require sampling in order to
form a probability distribution and is grounded in a large background in statistics
and machine learning (e.g. Berger et al., 1996).
1.3.2 Learning
1.3.2.1 Update rules
To obtain a relative view of learnability for various languages it is necessary to
have an explicit model for learning. The learning model used here is online—the
learner processes each datum it receives in turn, adapting its hypothesis. A “teacher”
randomly selects an input and produces an output based on its grammar. The learner
considers a candidate set consisting of all candidates that are generated by the input.
The learner produces its own output for the input. If the learner’s predicted output
does not match the teacher’s, the learner updates its constraint weights. Learning
is therefore error-driven: updates occur when expected and observed data do not
match. The rule could be modified to perform an update even on success, but as
shown below, updates yield no change to the weights given a match between the
learner’s production and the teacher’s.
Stated another way, the teacher samples inputs i from a distribution d and pro-
duces outputs j∗ such that the pair (i, j∗) is in the teacher’s grammar. This pair is
given to the learner, which uses its current grammar wt to produce an output j for
i. If j and j∗ differ, w is updated.
The learner’s grammar is updated according to Stochastic Gradient Ascent (SGA;
Ja¨ger, 2007). This update is essentially the same as Harmonic Grammar Gradual
Learning Algorithm (Boersma and Pater, 2014), and known elsewhere in slight varia-
tions variously as the perceptron update rule (Rosenblatt, 1957) or delta rule (Widrow
and Hoff, 1960). In this update rule, the old weights are adjusted by the difference
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Table 1.1: Ambiguity in hidden foot structure between iambic and trochaic parses.
between the violations of the learner’s chosen candidate and the violations of the
teacher’s chosen candidate, scaled by a learning rate η.
New Weights = Old Weights + η × (Teacher Violations− Learner Violations) (1.5)
wt+1 = wt + η(v∗i − vij) (1.6)
This update increases the weight of constraints violated more in the learner’s er-
roneous form, penalizing such violations more heavily. It decreases the weight on
constraints violated more in the teacher’s chosen form, permitting such violations
more. If there is no difference in violations for a particular constraint, no change is
made. This update could potentially produce negative weights, creating a “benefit”
constraint rather than a penalty. This potentially subverts the typological motiva-
tions of such a constraint set (see e.g. Pater, 2009) and is thus not permitted in the
simulations adopted in this work. If a constraint weight would become negative by
this update, it is instead set to zero. Thus the best a violation can ever do for a
candidate is to not affect its probability one way or another—violations can never
help.
Not all types of phonological structure are immediately known to a learner on the
basis of a surface form. Hidden structure problems arise when there is ambiguity in the
interpretation of the full structure of an overt form. For example, the foot structure of
a three-syllable word with medial stress is ambiguous. The hidden structure could be
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(at least) a left-aligned, right-headed foot or a right-aligned, left-headed foot. This
is shown in Table 1.1. For some of the simulations presented, hidden structure is
a concern. This is particularly the case for stress simulations featuring constraints
which make reference to foot structure. Without a foot structure, violations cannot
be assessed and the learner cannot compare its own output with the teacher’s. The
learner must therefore make some decision about what hidden structure to use in
evaluating the teacher’s constraint violations. The approach presented here uses a
probabilistic adaptation of Robust Interpretive Parsing (RIP; Tesar and Smolensky,
2000; Boersma, 2003; Jarosz, 2013; Boersma and Pater, 2014) to choose a likely hidden
structure. In this version of RIP, the hidden structure used for a particular overt
form is probabilistically chosen according to the grammar from all hidden structures
consistent with the form. Thus the learner picks a foot structure compatible with
the teacher’s form with a probability related to the learner’s own assessment of the
well-formedness of full structures. This approach bears an essential similarity to the
general Expectation-Maximization approach to hidden structure (Dempster et al.,
1977).







Interp(i, j) gives the set of full hidden structure interpretations of the overt
output j with input i—that is, the set of hidden structures logically consistent with
an observed overt structure.
An important concern for the convergence of SGA is the size of the learning rate.
If the learning rate is very small, the learner cannot move its hypothesis far for any
given prediction error. This means that any convergence will take longer than might
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be necessary. In contrast, if the learning rate is too high, the learner might “skip
over” the point at which it would converge. In this case it would, for example, push
a constraint weight from being too low to too high, rather than simply decreasing
distance to the ideal value. Because of these kinds of concerns, it is important to test
more than one learning rate for a learning problem. In this dissertation, I present
results using single learning rates. However, for each set of data presented at least
one additional learning rate was tested. Most typically, a learning rate an order of
magnitude higher and one an order of magnitude lower were tested. Thus if the text
mentions a learning rate of η = 0.1, typically learning rates η = 1.0 and η = 0.01
were also tested. For the types of conclusions discussed in this work, no important
differences were found for learning rate. While learning rate can make convergence
faster or slower, it does not do so in a way that biases for or against particular
languages in the cases discussed.
1.3.2.2 Sampling
The random sampling of input-output pairs from the teacher represents the data
available to the learner from its environment. This distribution d is of potential
interest because the frequency of data could have an effect on the relative learnability
of patterns. For example, the learnability of a stress language could be affected by
the length of words needed to disambiguate it. In an antepenultimate stress system,
stress falls two syllables from the right edge of the word. In one-, two-, and three-
syllable forms, two syllables from the right edge is the left edge. Therefore, in any
word under four syllables, antepenultimate stress is ambiguous with initial stress. We
should expect that this ambiguity poses a problem for the learner. The distribution
over word lengths is therefore quite important: if long words are uncommon, the
ambiguity is pervasive. If, in contrast, long words are relatively frequent, it is not as
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much of a concern. For this sort of reason, the sampling distribution over inputs is
of interest in the experiments presented.
In the stress cases discussed, the sampling distribution is some form of exponen-
tial distribution relating the number of syllables to the probability. This mirrors the
distribution in, for example, child-directed speech in English, as seen in CHILDES
(MacWhinney, 2000). Figure 1.1 shows the results of computing a distribution of word
length counts based on an onset maximization algorithm a` la Dell and Elmedlaoui
(1985) using pronunciations from CMUdict (Weide, 1994) for words with CHILDES
counts. Thus short words are sampled exponentially more often than words of longer
lengths. This is to avoid the sharp mismatch with reality that would result if the
learner were consistently provided with very long words (as would be the case with,
for example, a uniform distribution over some range). In these cases the sampling
distribution is also artificially limited to include only up to a certain maximum word
length, ranging in particular between one and eight syllables (a very slight modifica-
tion to the numbers already present in the CHILDES data). This is more typically
limited to a two to eight syllable range as monosyllables offer no evidence of errors








I do not take the English values as exactly representing the cross-linguistic distri-
bution across word lengths. This must surely vary for a variety of reasons, including
varying morphological structure and minimal word restrictions. Instead, the English
data points to a general functional form for this word length distribution which should































Figure 1.1: Sampling distribution for learning simulations produced by fitting an
exponential curve to word length data derived from CHILDES.
of languages. Additionally, the biases presented in this work are largely robust to
distribution—additional tests with the uniform distribution (for example) provide
similar qualitative results.
1.3.3 Iterated learning
Learning results alone do not immediately inform us about typology. A single
instance of transmission from a teacher to a learner cannot hope to realistically shape
the whole of human language in the ways we might be concerned with when examining
frequency. For that to be the case, a learner would need to be able to routinely depart
widely from the language of its teacher. One place in which we do see such departures
is in reanalysis (see e.g. Harris and Campbell, 1995, on cases of syntactic reanalysis).
However, these cases crucially involve a reinterpretation of covert structure, such that
a difference between the teacher’s grammar and the learner’s is not readily apparent.
If, as seems reasonable, learners must largely agree with their teachers on the form
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of their language, learning biases must not radically shift output strings and must
instead have a more subdued effect on typology.
One way in which this effect could be made manifest is through iterated learning
(e.g. Kirby, 2002; Griffiths and Kalish, 2005), reviewed also by (e.g. Zuraw, 2003;
Wedel, 2011) and contrasting with paradigms such as social learning (Niyogi and
Berwick, 2009). In an iterated learning configuration, a learner acquires its language
from a teacher (or, more broadly, teachers) and then must serve as the teacher for
other learners (Figure 1.2). If we then compare the distribution of languages in
the first generation of learners with one in the future, we see a potential for small
learning biases to be amplified. Each generation of learners can make a small change,
altering only a little of its language while maintaining gross agreement with its teacher.
Added up over many generations, however, this progression can yield large deviations
directed by those individual learning biases. Work by Kirby and colleagues is largely
focused on the emergence of universals, but probabilistic typology is not far removed
from this view.
A body of recent research by Griffiths and colleagues has focused on the iter-
ated learning of language and other culturally transmitted concepts. This work is
in a Bayesian perspective. Each learner responds to data according to Bayes’ the-
orem, updating the probabilities given to data (and therefore, to languages), based
on a combination of its input data and its prior beliefs about the probability of lan-
guages. If learners form a single chain, with one learner teaching another, results
are as analyzed by Griffiths and Kalish (2007). Two options are considered: learners
which select their language by sampling from the posterior distribution derived from
Bayes’ theorem (“samplers”) and learners which select the maximum of the posterior
distribution (maximum a posteriori, MAP).
A chain of samplers is shown to be equivalent to a Gibbs sampler. The posterior
distribution of such a chain therefore converges to the prior distribution. That is, a
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Learner 1 → Learner 2 → Learner 3 → Learner 4 → ...
Figure 1.2: Basic setup for iterated learning.
uniform population of such chains, past convergence, would show statistics directly
reflecting the biases of the prior distribution of individual learners. MAP learners
also converge towards the prior, but do not mirror it. This learning configuration
is equivalent to Expectation-Maximization with the learner’s data serving as latent
data and no observed data modeled. The posterior distribution of such a chain will
have a maximum at the maximum of the prior, but other aspects of its shape are
controlled by the speed of changes between generations, influenced by transmission
factors and properties of the individual languages. In this case, a uniform population
of such chains will resemble the prior in its most preferred languages, but not in all
respects. Kirby et al. (2007) show an infinite continuum of agent behaviors between
samplers and maximizers.
Griffiths and Kalish (2007) also show that a generalization of these kinds of mod-
els yields population convergence to the prior. In this model, there are an infinite
number of learners acquiring their language from randomly selected teachers. In this
paradigm, the fraction of learners holding to any one language converges to the prior
probability of that language. Dediu (2009) discusses another alternative paradigm in
which generations consist of heterogenous pairs of learners. In this setting samplers
are less distinct from MAP, both largely converging to the prior.
All of this goes to show that the model of iterated learning matters, and that it
might not directly mirror the biases in a prior. However, we also see biases of one
model of iterated learning echoed in another, with numeric differences. These sorts of
qualitative comparisons are possible as overviews, and direct the kinds of explorations
developed in this work.
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In this dissertation, I consider only the simplest model of iterated learning, in
which a single learner acquires its language from a single teacher. Typological statis-
tics are therefore computed over many trials and potentially many different starting
positions (i.e. initial languages or grammars of the first teacher). Within this ap-
proach I take two tacks. The first is a direct implementation of iterated learning,
in which the final state of the learner after some amount of learning serves as the
exact starting state of a teacher in the next generation. In the second approach, the
transition between one generation and the next is taken as a probabilistic change
between categorical language states. The statistics of one generation of learning are
computed and used to derive theoretical outcomes over many generations. This can
be done quite simply by construing the transitions between one generation and the
next as a stochastic transition matrix and exponentiating this matrix for the number
of generations required.
As an example, consider Table 1.2. The first matrix shows the results after an
imagined measurement of a single generation of learning (e.g. simulation). There are
three languages, with each row representing the distribution of a learner’s ultimate
language when its teacher had a given language. Each row will sum to one because
the learner must learn one of the three languages. Language 1 is typically learned
faithfully, Language 2 is learned as some language at chance, and Language 3 is
learned most typically as some language other than Language 1. What happens
when the learner acts as learner to a new generation? The second matrix informs us
that all starting positions are more likely to end up with a hypothesis of Language 1
than before—this makes sense, because Language 1 was the language most faithfully
learned. Finally, the last matrix shows us the long-term behavior of this system.
Language 1 tends to dominate, with Languages 2 and 3 equally common. This is




Result after 1 generation
Language 1 Language 2 Language 3
Starting language
Language 1 0.900 0.050 0.050
Language 2 0.333 0.333 0.333
Language 3 0.100 0.450 0.450
M2
Result after 2 generations
Language 1 Language 2 Language 3
Starting language
Language 1 0.832 0.084 0.084
Language 2 0.444 0.278 0.278
Language 3 0.285 0.358 0.358
M1000
Result after 1000 generations
Language 1 Language 2 Language 3
Starting language
Language 1 0.684 0.158 0.158
Language 2 0.684 0.158 0.158
Language 3 0.684 0.158 0.158
Table 1.2: Stochastic matrices representing hypothetical results of learning (1 gen-
eration) and projections for iterated learning (2 generations and 1,000).
My iterated learning model assumes three things. First, the languages of interest
are a finite number of categorical states: any teacher has one and only one language it
teaches to its learner, and this language is describable without the use of probabilistic
grammar. Second, to reach this state learners must pick the maximum likelihood
language corresponding to their probabilistic hypothesis. Finally, the population
frequencies of given language types correspond to the probabilities of each of these
states resulting from a single chain.
Importantly, I do not assume neither that the distribution of languages in the
real world nor the distribution over languages for a chain of learners has converged.
This caution is motivated by work by Rafferty et al. (2009) suggesting that ecological
convergence is unlikely to have occurred in the world’s languages. For numerical esti-
mates I therefore numerically fit the number of iterations to observed data (Chapters
2 and 3), rather than assuming the stationary state of a Markov chain.
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I return to these kinds of models in Chapters 2 and 3, but it is worth emphasizing
always that a single learning result cannot predict typology on its own, as discussed
by e.g. Rafferty et al. (2011). However, a learning model placed in such a view of
language change can be enabled to make predictions.
1.3.4 Comparison with evaluation metrics
Chomsky and Halle (1968) advance an evaluation metric for phonological gram-
mars (§§8.1, 8.A). The evaluation procedure is important in cases of ambiguity: if
more than one grammar is compatible with the observed linguistic data, which gram-
mar should the learner choose? Chomsky and Halle propose that the learner seeks to
maximize an evaluation metric, defined as the reciprocal of the minimal size of the
grammar. That is, learners faced with a choice that cannot be resolved on empirical
grounds make the decision based on a concern for parsimony.
This procedure on its own serves to select “simple” grammars, but cannot make
distinctions in terms of phonetic naturalness. To address this, Chomsky and Halle
augment the metric in §9.2. In this instantiation, each feature is given a marked and
an unmarked value. Unmarked values do not contribute to the size of a grammar,
and therefore the most preferred grammars will be those with the lowest number
of unmarked features. Modified in this way, the evaluation procedure prefers both
simpler grammars and grammars in greater accord with observed patterns of phonetic
naturalness.
Chomsky and Halle intend the evaluation procedure to be, at least in part, a
theory of frequency. Grammars which are preferred by the evaluation metric are
assumed to correspond roughly with more frequent linguistic patterns:
We would expect, naturally, that systems which are simpler, in this
sense, will be more generally found among the languages of the world, will
be more likely to develop through historical change, etc. (Chomsky and
Halle, 1968, p. 411)
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An evaluation metric alone cannot produce frequency predictions. The metric
itself is just a number scoring a grammar—it cannot by itself influence the frequency
of the system. Simplicity alone is not predictive in generative phonology, despite
occasional intuitions to the contrary. I discuss one such case in §1.6.3. The evaluation
procedure, however, operationalizes the metric. The procedure accepts or rejects
grammars on the basis of the metric’s value, offering an opening for linguistic change
if learners fail to receive exhaustive disambiguation of their languages (see Bach and
Harms, 1972, on relations between the procedure and historical change).
In this view, the evaluation metric approach to typological frequency is not dissim-
ilar from my own. The evaluation procedure induces systematic, biased mislearning
given insufficient data. This is comparable to the way that biases in a learning pro-
cedure affect frequency in iterated learning. I make two crucial advances beyond
this conception of evaluation and change, however. First, change is explicitly mod-
eled. We cannot assume a priori that the circumstances of learning are such that any
difference in a metric generates a difference in the predicted probabilistic typology.
Thus it is important to consider learning and its iteration as part of the model of
typological prediction, not incidental to it. Second, the metric is not stipulated for
its own purposes in my approach. There is no explicit goal of simplicity—the act of
attempting to learn necessarily creates a bias towards patterns which are easier to
learn.
The approach to typology developed in this dissertation is in a sense quite tradi-
tional, grounded in the same ideas as the evaluation metric. However, my metric is
induced automatically through the combination of a learning theory and representa-
tional system and learning is explicitly modeled.
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1.4 Basic stress tendencies
We may now turn to the typological data of interest, before moving on to existing
models and the learning approach proposed here. The two sources for my typological
counts are StressTyp (Goedemans, 2010) and the Stress Pattern Database (Heinz,
2007). These databases serve as a useful summary of the typology and are readily
searchable. However, they are not without potential weaknesses for this kind of
numerical work. Neither database is balanced, either for area of the world or genetic
affiliation. Thus some areas are much better represented in the databases, while
others are underrepresented. The same holds true for language families and sub-
groupings that have been studied more or less extensively. This lack of balance
contrasts with databases such as the UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database
(Maddieson, 1980), for which considerable effort was expended to ensure some degree
of equal representation. To address this point, in this dissertation I focus principally
on numerical biases which appear robust. These asymmetries are the ones which are
least likely to be due to missampling the extant (or once extant) languages of the
world. In Appendix A, I show that the generalizations of interest in this work largely
stand up to several types of random resampling based on genetic affiliation.
I begin with a discussion of the typology of fixed stress. Fixed stress systems are
those in which stress always falls a given distance from a word edge (if possible, given
word length). Unless otherwise mentioned, by this I intend systems with a single fixed
stress. Thus there are final stress systems in which stress always falls on the final
syllable (distance = 0), penultimate stress systems where it falls on the second-to-last
(in words of two or more syllables, distance = 1), and antepenultimate stress systems
where stress falls a syllable farther away still (distance = 2). On analogy, initial,
peninitial, and postpeninitial systems are described.
All six of these patterns have been reported in some capacity, although the place of
postpeninitial stress at least is greatly contested (Hyman, 1977; Gordon, 2002). When
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0 languages 8 languages
Table 1.3: Fixed stress languages with counts from Heinz’s (2007) Stress Pattern
Database
From left From right
’Distance 0 52 languages 91 languages
Distance 1 26 languages 46 languages
Distance 2 3 languages 5 languages
Table 1.4: Rounded expected counts from a χ2 test of Table 1.3: χ2 = 25.39, df = 2,
p < 0.05.
the word-edge distance is small, these are some of the most common stress patterns
across languages—initial, final, and penultimate stress are very well attested.
Several asymmetries are readily apparent in the probabilistic typology (Table 1.3).
These are in part supported by a significant χ2 test (χ2 = 25.39, p < 0.05), suggesting
the non-independence of distance and edge. First, patterns with a distance of higher
than 1 from the word edge are rare. That is, antepenultimate and postpeninitial
stress appear markedly distinct from the four other patterns. This type of asym-
metry is mirrored in the assertions that the categorical typology does not contain
postpeninitial stress. Antepenultimate stress, however, is common enough to clearly
warrant inclusion.
In addition to the rarity of distance 2 patterns, distance 1 patterns show interesting
tendencies. Peninitial stress is distinctly rarer than initial stress, but this difference
is far less on the right edge of the word. This can be seen in the expected counts from
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the χ2 test—penultimate stress is more common than expected, while final stress is
less common (Table 1.4, discussed further in Chapter 3). Despite this, there is an
apparent distinction between distance 0 patterns and distance 1. Combined with
the previous generalization, we can thus see that for fixed stress systems frequency
decreases as distance from the word edge increases.
Another asymmetry relates to the edge referred to by the stress system. Left edge
systems appear rarer overall—apart from initial stress, we have only the rare peninitial
systems and marginal postpeninitial ones. This asymmetry could break down in
three logically distinct ways. First, peninitial stress and postpeninitial stress could
be comparatively disadvantaged, with penultimate and final stress at the “baseline”
for systems without a substantive bias. Second, penultimate and final stress could
be comparatively advantaged, with peninitial and postpeninitial at baseline. Finally,
it could be that the two pairs are advantaged and disadvantaged. I return to this
left/right asymmetry in Chapter 3.
1.4.1 Iterative stress typology
Of course, stress need not be fixed with respect to word edges. There are also
so-called iterative systems. These are stress patterns in which stress occurs at in-
tervals from the edge or from the main stress. Here I only explicitly discuss pat-
terns which make no reference to syllable weight (quantity insensitive) or otherwise
to lexically-indicated stress. These systems will productively treat strings of equal
length, measured in syllables, as identical for stress purposes.
Lexical exceptions to productive stress systems are very common. Here I mean
to exclude systems where the typical mode of stress assignment derives from a lexical
indication of the placement of stress. It is difficult to precisely specify “typical”
stress patterns—here I rely on the primary description given in stress typologies.
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Table 1.5: Parametric left-to-right patterns















Table 1.6: Parametric iterative stress in StressTyp. Degenerate feet? indicates
whether all feet are binary. That is, “no” indicates that degenerate feet are not
permitted.
The presence or absence of lexical stress is ultimately not crucial if the tendencies
modeled do not reflect lexical stress.
These iterative patterns can be looked at in a number of ways. One illuminat-
ing approach is to view them is in terms of their necessary structure when parsed
using metrical feet (e.g. Hayes, 1995). That is, strings can be parsed into trochees
(left-headed feet), iambs (right-headed feet), or degenerates (monosyllabic feet). This
terminology gives a set of parameters with which to divide up small predicted typolo-
gies.
Perhaps the most striking asymmetry in the probabilistic typology is the prepon-
derance of trochees over iambs. This crosslinguistic preference for trochaic patterns
over iambic ones has been noted many times (e.g. by Hayes, 1995). I return to this








Table 1.7: Example strings in the initial clash language
Among the trochaic patterns there is a clear split between the first three in Figure
1.6 and the last pattern. That is, right-to-left trochaic parses with degenerate feet
are far less common than would be expected otherwise given the frequency of other
trochaic parses. This type of language is unique among these eight in that it con-
tains an initial sequence of stressed syllables in odd-parity words (an initial clash).
Languages with an edge clash will be of continued relevance in Chapter 2.
Due to their overall smaller numbers in the sample, it is difficult to accurately
classify the asymmetries within the iambic languages. Previous work has taken the
third iambic language (the initial lapse language) to be unattested (Alber, 2005),
while the others are argued to exist in some form. It is also reasonably clear that left-
to-right iambs without degenerate feet are probably the most common among these
iambic patterns. As my summary of the probabilistic typology, I take this language
to be “common” for iambs, the initial lapse language to be “very uncommon” (i.e.
unattested?), and the remaining two to be “uncommon.”
1.4.2 Previous accounts of the asymmetries
1.4.2.1 Fixed stress
Equipped with typological data, we may now consider existing attempts at ex-
planations of frequency, beginning again with fixed stress. Peninitial stress is con-
siderably less common than penultimate stress. This asymmetrical attestation has
previously been attributed to the effect of nonfinality on typology (Hyman, 1977;
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Gordon, 2000). In these accounts, nonfinality effects in typology arise due to the
predominance of final boundary tones across languages. With final boundary tones,
the account goes, final stress becomes more difficult to distinguish. Thus stress is
pushed off final position onto the preceding syllable. No such pressure exists yielding
peninitial stress, however. Furthermore, initial boundary tones are dramatically less
common across languages (Gordon, 2000). Therefore, any “noninitiality” effect that
is imposed upon typology is much weaker. This approach generalizes to more word-
internal stress patterns. Antepenultimate stress could conceivably result from right
edge avoidance, but no such account would be generally available for postpeninitial
stress.
These accounts are not necessarily tied to the typology of boundary tones, how-
ever. Any phonetic pressure to avoid final stress could have a similar effect on ty-
pology. Thus accounts of nonfinality linked to, for example, final lengthening (e.g.
Lunden, 2006) could be equally successful. I return to these accounts of nonfinality
as perceptual effects on typology in Chapter 3.
It is not true that there are no conceivable motivations for peninitial stress. Such
a pattern could follow from, for example, a pressure for consistency in stress pat-
terns. Peninitial stress could be consistently represented as a left-aligned, disyllabic
iamb. It is striking, then, that such representational or analytic effects so infrequently
overcome the apparent phonetic asymmetry.
This type of approach to typological asymmetry in fixed stress, based on an asym-
metrical pressure against final stress that does not apply to initial stress, provides
an explanation for the disparity between peninitial and penultimate stress. It seem-
ingly does not account for the general disparity between right-counting systems and
left-counting systems. In Heinz’s (2007) Stress Pattern Database, final, penultimate,
and antepenultimate stress account for 142 languages while initial and peninitial only
account for 81. A preference for right-counting stress does not follow from nonfinality
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in the absence of further elaboration. Put another way, penultimate stress is overat-
tested not just in comparison to peninitial stress but in relation to the (non-)difference
between initial and final stress.
1.4.2.2 Position of clash/lapse
As noted above, systems with clash or lapse at the left edge are less common than
systems with clash or lapse at the right edge. Kager (2001) addresses the asymmetry
in lapses by positing the constraint Lapse-At-End. This constraint is violated by
lapses which occur in any position other than the right edge. This results in systems
which will not tolerate lapse in general, but will tolerate it in this one circumstance.
An example of such a language is the final lapse language—left-to-right trochees
with no degenerate feet. His account additionally renders the initial-lapse languages
impossible—there is no constraint motivating only an initial lapse, so a language that
tolerates lapse in just this position is not generated.
This account does not make any claims about the position of clash, however. This
contrasts with the typology reviewed previously—initial clash is strongly disfavored
relative to other trochaic patterns. This account cannot be a full explanation of the
relative frequency of positions for clash and lapse.
1.4.2.3 Foot shape asymmetry
It is sometimes claimed that trochees are universally preferred over iambs, sup-
ported by acquisition and learning data (e.g. Jusczyk et al., 1993; Adam and Bat-El,
2009). This would potentially account for the bias for trochaic systems in the prob-
abilistic typology—trochees are preferred because they are learned more easily or
because the acquisitional system tends to posit them instead of iambs.
This account is called into question by conflicting results in acquisition (Vihman
et al., 1998). One possibility is that the apparent experimental preference for trochees
over iambs may instead result from trochaic regularities in the learning data. That
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is, trochaic bias might be evident in such experiments because typical sorts of data
learners encounter are more compatible with the phonetics of trochees, rather than
reflecting a true bias in favor of a trochaic. Another possibility is that if there are
already more trochaic languages than iambic ones, and if experiments simply show a
bias for the dominant foot type of the ambient language, more of these experiments
will show trochaic bias simply because there are more trochaic languages. That is,
we may see more experiments reflecting trochaic bias than iambic bias because these
experiments are essentially sampling the properties of subjects’ early learning. If more
languages in the world are trochaic (or, at least, languages with more speakers), this
creates a tendency for more subjects to be exposed to trochaic-type data early in life.
A sampling process that exposes this merely echoes the statistics of the typology, it
does not fundamentally illuminate its origins. It is thus at least questionable whether
a universal preference for trochees as a foot shape is desirable. Another type of
pressure may instead be required.
1.4.3 Typological correlates
Bane and Riggle (2008) identify some typological correlates of the probabilistic
typology of quantity-insensitive stress. In particular, the three they discuss are: the
trigram entropy of stress patterns, stress systems’ confusability with other systems,
and the number of constraint rankings which produce these patterns.
The first correlate, trigram entropy, can be thought of as measuring the regu-
larity of a stress pattern. Entropy is a measure of the information conveyed by a
random variable. Random variables represent properties of systems taken to follow
probability distributions—in this case, the choice of trigram in a stress system. It is
maximized when the variable is uniformly distributed over its possible values. It is for
a uniform distribution that we may predict the smallest amount of information about
a variable ahead of time—we have the least amount of knowledge about the value a
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random variable will assume. Thus, the variable itself conveys the highest amount
of information—has the highest entropy. The trigram entropy specifically measures
the entropy of trigrams—sequences of three syllables (or word edges) for the case of
quantitative stress. When trigram entropy is high, less can be known ahead of time
about a particular sequence of three syllables (or word edges) than is possible. Thus,
patterns with high entropy are patterns that have many different trigrams in them
evenly distributed, rather than just a few occurring most of the time.
Bane and Riggle find that trigram entropy is negatively correlated with the fre-
quency of a stress pattern. That is, the less variable the trigrams of a pattern are, the
more likely that pattern is to be well-attested. This makes intuitive sense from the
perspective of learning a pattern. If a pattern has reliable trigrams, the learner can
use these few prototypical trigrams as a model of the actual pattern with substantial
success. If the trigrams are less reliable—more entropic—however, this strategy will
take more evidence to overcome this entropy.
Their second correlate is confusability. By this they mean the minimum length of
the strings needed to disambiguate a pattern from all other patterns. For example, it
is insufficient to observe only strings of under four syllables to learn antepenultimate
stress—without four-syllable forms such a pattern looks identical to (for example)
initial stress. Bane and Riggle find that the less “confusable” a pattern is, in this
sense (that is, how short the forms needed are), the more well-attested a pattern is
likely to be. Again, this is understandable from a perspective of learning. Longer
forms tend to be less common than shorter ones, so if longer forms are required
to isolate a particular pattern, we should expect such a pattern to be less quickly
learned. This correlate is interesting compared to the first one because it is theory-
dependent. The patterns with which a set of strings are consistent are determined
by the set of possible patterns. Thus across theories of categorical typology we might
find differences in confusability measures for particular patterns. In general, however,
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the correlation between this measure applied across theories would likely be strong.
Bane and Riggle find, in fact, that it is a fruitful metric for more than one model of
the categorical typology.
Bane and Riggle’s final correlate of relative attestation is the number of rankings
which describe a pattern in an Optimality Theoretic model. That is, the more ways
there are of describing a pattern via ranking, the better attested that language is.
This approach follows work by Coetzee (2002) examining the link between typologi-
cal frequency and the number of rankings describing a pattern. This correlate is less
inherently linked to learning. It would follow if, for example, learning consisted of
randomly sampling from the space of consistent rankings under Optimality Theory.
Riggle (2008) proposes a learning algorithm similar to this idea, biasing the learner
toward results with many possible rankings. However, this measure is also likely cor-
related with others. The work of creating OT constraint sets proceeds by identifying
regularities in typology. Further, it is preferred to reuse constraints in analyses rather
than posit new ones. This means that OT constraint sets proposed by analysts have
general pressures on them pushing them towards generality and large applicability
of constraints. These sorts of considerations do seem possibly useful for language
learning—the number of valid grammars producing a language has potential impact
even in non-OT theories.
Bane and Riggle’s contributions to an understanding of the probabilistic typology
of quantity-insensitive stress are quite valuable. Their correlates—particularly the
first two—are important to the performance of the learner I present. I formalize
these ideas within an explicit learning model and extend them in several ways.
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1.5 Statistical regularity, learning, and typology
1.5.1 Constraint assumptions
Now I return to the types of languages discussed above: fixed stress and basic iter-
ative stress. I model asymmetrical attestation among these patterns with learnability
differences emerging from an online learner of MaxEnt grammar. In this section I
assume a constraint set designed to be relatively uninformed by typology. Thus these
constraints do not reflect the insight of analysts, but instead are a general-purpose
way to attempt to model strings of the type found in stress.
Each constraint refers to an n-gram, or a sequence of n adjacent elements. The
elements are of three types: stressed syllables, unstressed syllables, and word edges.
n may be 1, 2, or 3. Every constraint matching this template is included in the
model—no asymmetries are introduced prior to learning.
An example unigram constraint is *σ, a constraint that penalizes unstressed syl-
lables. This is somewhat analogous to the more standard Parse(Syll). One bigram
is *σ´#, penalizing stress at the end of a word like Nonfin(Syll). Trigram constraints
are typically more exotic, for example *#σ´σ´, penalizing initial clash.
1.5.2 Emergence of the perfect grid
Another useful way of categorizing iterative stress systems is in terms of whether
or not they are perfect grids (Prince, 1983). Perfect grids are patterns in which there
are neither clashes nor lapses—every word length is characterized by a stressed or
stressless initial syllable followed by perfect alternation between the two. Given the
assumed constraint set, such systems are more distinct and more learnable.
In the empirical typology, we see that the perfect grid languages are relatively
common within a foot type. All perfect grids are common, with the exception of the
right-to-left iambic languages that tolerate degenerate feet.
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Foot type Direction Degenerate feet? Perfect grid? Count
Trochees
Left-to-Right








yes no (right clash) 3
Right-to-Left
no no (left lapse) 2
yes yes 3
Table 1.8: Iterative stress typology as perfect grids
This asymmetry follows from the statistics of the learning problem given the
model presented here. Perfect grid languages are just those in which the necessary
constraints are most reliable. That is, the weightings that are needed in order to
produce perfect grid patterns are weightings in which the highly-weighted constraints
have consistent, low violations. This means that the strings within a language are
distinct from those outside of it: candidates in the language share this consistency,
while candidates outside of it do not have such consistency.
To see this, we can start by working backwards. If a language’s necessary con-
straints are very reliable in this sense, making it distinct, it must not require con-
straints which make reference to more than two positions. This is the case because
no trigram (or larger n-gram) is reliably followed in short words. Any trigram pat-
tern true of long words will be necessarily interrupted when words are short enough
that both word edges are within syllable-adjacency of falling into a trigram. That
is, disyllables typically break prevailing patterns, measured in a trigram sense. Uni-
gram constraints make overly strong demands when used alone. There are only three
possible types of stress languages which fully obey unigram constraints: the fully
unstressed language type (*σ´), the fully stressed language type (*σ), and the empty
language type (*#). We must therefore focus on languages which require only bigram
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Pattern Frequency (Heinz, 2007)
initial stress 69
final stress 74
initial and final stress, clash in disyllables 3
initial and final stress, iambic disyllables 1
initial and final stress, trochaic disyllables 0
Table 1.9: Bigram patterns and their frequency
constraints. This focus on bigrams emerges from statistical relationships, not from
an assumption focusing on bigram constraints.
Languages that can be represented by bigram constraints alone must either be
non-iterative or be perfect grids. The non-iterative languages are those with only
edge stress. There are five such language types, as shown in Table 1.9. The typology
of languages representable with these n-gram constraints was validated in OT-Help 2
(Staubs, et al. 2010). This is software which allows typology calculations in parallel
and serial OT and HG based on specified patterns of violation.
The latter three language types suffer from less reliable constraints due (once
again) to disyllables. The configurations called for by such languages in longer words
do not match with those in such short words (as highlighted in the descriptions).
For example, the third language type will not tolerate clash except in the case of
disyllables. This unreliability is reflected in a slower learning rate for these languages,
as shown in Figure 1.3. This figure gives the residual error for a learner learning a
particular language type after a given number of iterations. Error is measured as sum
squared error—the sum of the squared difference between the probability the learner
gives to a candidate and the probability given by the teacher.
As for the iterative languages, they may not contain any clash or lapse. This is
because such strings are “bigram-ambiguous” with other strings (Table 1.10). That
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Initial and final with clash in disyllables
Initial and final with iambic disyllables
Initial and final with trochaic disyllables
Figure 1.3: Bigram patterns. Initial and final stress are more readily learned due to




Table 1.10: Example of bigram-equivalent candidates for 7-syllable words with one




































Iambs RL D (PG)
(PG)
Figure 1.4: Learning perfect grids. With unrestricted bigram and trigram constraints,
perfect grids are learned faster. Perfect grid patterns indicated with (PG). Results
are the average of 10 trials. η = 0.1.
The learner is tasked with choosing one and only one of these bigram-ambiguous
strings as optimal, which is clearly impossible with only bigram constraints. For these
languages the learner must make use of constraints which are larger than bigrams (viz.
trigrams). These constraints are available to the learner, but as already discussed,
only bigram constraints maximize constraint reliability and language distinctiveness.
Due to their distinct candidates, perfect grid languages are learned more readily than
any other iterative patterns. This is shown in Figure 1.4.
1.5.2.1 Full bigram typology
The summary of bigram typology above is limited in two ways. First, the Har-
monic Grammar-type evaluation in MaxEnt introduces additional possibilities beyond
the Optimality Theoretic factorial typology. Second, the typology includes languages
which “over-stress.” I will discuss each of these in turn.
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There are in total 22 languages describable with only bigram constraints under
Optimality Theory. First there are the 9 languages described above:
1. 4 perfect grid languages
2. 5 fixed stress languages
The more complete OT typology includes a language without stress and a fully-
stressed language (the unigram-compliant languages mentioned). Both of these lan-
guages can be seen as essentially equivalent: they are languages in which stress uni-
form over a word. Typically culminativity is taken to be universal—at least one
syllable is “more stressed” in every word of a language (e.g. Hayes, 1995). If this
universal is needed with such a constraint set, these languages seem to require (and
compel) exclusion on functional grounds or through implementing a filter on the out-
put of Gen or Eval. This is a useful reminder of the potential pathologies lurking
in even very simple OT constraint sets, as well as a demonstration that typological
prediction based on only one source of typological structure is likely to make faulty
predictions.
The 5 fixed stress languages each have “inverse” patterns. These patterns are exact
duplications of the 5, with stressed syllables switched for unstressed ones. Thus there
is a pattern in which all but the last syllable is stressed, all but the edges, and so on.
These languages are problematic in that they seem to “over-stress.” That is, more
syllables are stressed than we will typically see across languages. This is perhaps
for functional reasons—for example, stress may be less perceptible in succession.
Perhaps they could additionally be proscribed along the lines of a filter as mentioned
above, or perhaps their exclusion results entirely from phonetic pressures. This sort of
pathology is avoided in part if foot structure is used—non-minimal feet create domains
in which stress alternation is mandatory. I will not discuss this issue further, though
I return to the issue of similar extragrammatical pressures in Chapter 3. In addition,
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initial, final, and stressless languages (and their inverses) each have variants differing
only in whether monosyllables are stressed. These variants are likely typologically
unimportant.
Harmonic Grammar evaluation adds 30 additional languages to the predicted
typology. The majority of these (19 of the 30) contain stressless strings. If these
languages are categorically proscribed on other grounds for OT evaluation, these are
not an additional issue.
The remaining languages are all fully-stressed languages up to a certain word
length, then some fixed-stress pattern thereafter. These languages then fall under the
same sort of considerations owed to the “inverse” languages.
Some of these categorical predictions of the n-gram constraints point to prob-
lems with this choice of constraint set. I emphasize that this choice is made here for
simplicity to demonstrate the kinds of biases that can emerge from very simple as-
sumptions. Many of these results carry over to more refined theories of Con, through
similarities between n-grams and the ways e.g. clash and lapse are reckoned. I show
results with these sorts of constraint sets in Chapters 2 and 3.
1.5.3 Fixed stress
As discussed in (§1.4), fixed stress systems show a bias towards stress closer to the
word edge. For example, penultimate stress is much more common than antepenulti-
mate stress. This trend follows from the same considerations as the emergence of the
perfect grid.
Apart from perfect grids, final and initial stress systems come closest to maximiz-
ing constraint reliability and language distinctiveness. This is not true, however, of
fixed stress systems which place stress farther inside a word. These languages suffer
from unreliability caused by small words. For example, penultimate stress can be
































Figure 1.5: Fixed stress. The closer fixed stress is to a word edge, the faster it is
learned. Results are the average of 10 trials. η = 0.1.
lables. This confusability increases as distance from the word edge increases, yielding
a decrease in learning rate. Thus the empirical typology for this pattern is mirrored
by the predicted typology: fixed stress, generally speaking, becomes less common as
distance from the word edge increases. The learnability distinction made between
each language is shown in Figure 1.5.
1.6 Learning bias
1.6.1 Bias from distinctiveness
As discussed above, any learning algorithm (along with its representational space)
is biased for and against certain classes of patterns. In the previous section, I used
this fact to demonstrate that learnability differences can be usefully associated with
differences of relative attestation. However, one might reasonably be left wondering
why these learnability differences exist. For models with MaxEnt grammars learned
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with SGA, it is necessary to understand how these kinds of systems can be made
to learn faster or slower. In iterated learning, these differences partially account for
accumulated bias in the predicted typology. The particular biases of this system are
fairly general, applying also to a number of other approaches to error-driven learning.
To understand the biases of SGA, we must consider violation vectors more care-
fully. Recall that violation vectors are the ordered sets of violations incurred by
candidates on each constraint. For example, consider a candidate [badat] with a con-
straint set consisting of *VoiceObs, *Coda, and *[velar], militating against voiced
obstruents, codas, and velars, respectively. This candidate would have 2 violations
of the first constraint, 1 of the second, and none of the third. Its violation vector is
therefore 〈2, 1, 0〉.
Violation vectors are the true objects of representation in Optimality Theory-
like learning. They share this property with many or most approaches in machine
learning, where feature vectors are used to represent instances of interest. In OT,
violation vectors are treated as primary throughout learning work (e.g. Tesar and
Smolensky, 2000), but are only seldomly discussed as the primary representation of
candidates themselves (but see Golston, 1996). Despite this, violation vectors are
implicitly the representational mechanism throughout Optimality Theoretic work.
Questions of candidate representation are always fundamentally questions of their
representation as violation vectors, whether this be the inclusion or exclusion of a
constraint in Con, a question of how a constraint assesses violations, or so on.
Violation vectors are important for understanding learning biases because they
establish the geometry of the learning problem. Violation vectors exist in a n-
dimensional space, where n is the number of constraints. In this space, some vectors
are more similar to others while some are more distinct. These types of relationships
are potentially of great importance to learning.
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In particular, in the error-based SGA it matters how distinct vectors within a
language are from those outside it. This is an intuitively attractive notion: the process
of learning a language in an Optimality Theoretic type of grammar is essentially the
process of separating out “good” candidates (winners) from “bad” ones (losers). If
the winners look quite different from losers, the task of separating them grows easier.
A classic result by Novikoff (1962) gives a convergence guarantee for perceptron
learning when applied to linearly-separable classes. This result shows a link between
the speed of perceptron learning and properties of the vectors considered for classifica-
tion. Learning speed decreases when the norm (roughly, the size) of the largest vector
under consideration increases. Speed increases when the margin between vectors in
one class and those in another class increases.
Such classes are like those found in HG—in every tableau (at least), a hyperplane
can be drawn in the space of violation vectors to separate out the winners from
the losers. The perceptron algorithm is essentially identical to SGA for MaxEnt
grammar. Thus these two considerations apply simply to error-driven learning of
constraint-based grammars. The size of the largest vector considered corresponds
roughly to the most-violating candidate that must be considered in learning. That is,
the wider the range of candidates that need to be ruled out or accepted, the slower that
learning proceeds. The margin between vectors corresponds to the distinctiveness of
the candidates which are part of a language from those which are excluded from it.
Thus the speed of learning increases when candidates in a language are all similar
to one another (in terms of violations vectors) in ways in which they are dissimilar
to candidates out of the language. A margin of separation of this type has a role in
the optimization work of Potts et al. (2010) and the adapted perceptron convergence
proof for Noisy HG of Boersma and Pater (2014).
The connection between violation vectors and learning is crucial. Learning results
will necessarily depend on assumptions about the constraint set, precisely because
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the only way a single linguistic pattern can differ from another is through their rep-
resentations in violation vector space. In fact, though a learning bias may hold over
a large number of assumptions, it is unlikely to hold over all possible representations.
Examples of this failure of generalization are given in later sections.
1.6.2 Distinctiveness proof sketch
In this section I extend the intuition built above into a more formal intuition for
the mechanics behind a distinctiveness bias. We are interested particularly in the
question of how the structure of the violation vectors vi affects the practical learning
rates attainable by MaxEnt learners using algorithms like SGA. The first question
for such an investigation should be whether SGA is necessarily learning at all, and
what this means. For fully-observed data (no hidden structure), SGA is guaranteed
to converge on a weight vector w (Ja¨ger, 2007) which chooses the target language
as optimal in the HG sense, assuming the language is in fact describable by an HG
grammar. Beyond this, the algorithm will also successfully increase weights such that
the probabilities of target forms within tableaux arbitrarily approach 1. SGA with
Robust Interpretive Parsing will encounter local optima (as in the Noisy Harmonic
Grammar simulations of Boersma and Pater, 2014)), but will improve its error with
respect to the starting position, assuming that position is not itself a local optimum.
We know that these learning algorithms do learn, and thus the relevant question
is instead how v affects how quickly the algorithm learns. We may look at this
in several ways. Perhaps the simplest approach is to examine the residual error of
the learner after some “sufficient” amount of learning. For example, the sum squared
error (SSE), SSEt, measures the degree of divergence between the learner’s hypothesis
and the target language at iteration t. It is calculated as the sum of all the squared
differences between the learner’s probabilities for a set of candidates and the observed
probabilities.
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The error SSE0 at the initial weights w0 is not due to learning. It comes about
purely due to the distribution of the starting state. Thus to model the effect of
learning alone, it is best to look instead at the reduction of error between that starting
state and time t.
∆SSE0t = ∆SSE0 −∆SSEt (1.12)
This change in error between the start and iteration t is entirely described by the





A full analysis of learning requires more than examination of SSE(k−1)(k), because
these changes in errors are strongly correlated across iterations. That is, the hypoth-
esis at one iteration affects the possibilities for error reduction in the next update.
Despite this, an inspection of a single change can build a strong intuition for the
mechanics of learning speed in these models.
Each ∆SSE0t can be characterized in terms of a set of changes to candidate prob-




pk(j|i)− p∗(j|i))2 −∑∑(pk−1(j|i)− p∗(j|i))2 (1.14)
=
∑∑(
pk(j|i)− p∗(j|i))2 − (pk−1(j|i)− p∗(j|i))2 (1.15)
For fastest learning, this quantity should be minimized. The minimum value is
obtained with a pk that is as close as possible to p∗ and a p(k−1) that is as far away as
possible. That is, a single learning step is most effective in an error-reduction sense
if the probabilities change a large amount. The change in probabilities ∆p
(k−1)(k)
ij can
be defined from the MaxEnt definition of candidate probability.











Changes in weight are associated with absolute changes in probability. Some
weight changes do not make substantial difference to probabilities: for example, a
weight that has already pushed a probability to a logistic asymptote will not affect
probabilities much if it is changed only slightly. In general, however, greater changes
in weights mean greater changes in probability. This is especially the case “early” in
learning, when the learner’s probabilities differ radically from its teacher’s.
Therefore, one way to maximize the effectiveness of early learning (sum squared
error) is to maximize the (norm) change in weights. Recall the update rule in SGA:
New Weights = Old Weights + η × (Teacher Violations− Learner Viol.) (1.18)
wt+1 = wt + η(v∗i − vij) (1.19)
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To maximize the change between wt and wt+1, the quantity v∗i − vij should be
maximized. This ensures that the difference in the update rule is large and thus that
the weights are changed to a greater degree.
Restating this, the teacher’s form should be as far apart from the learner’s choice
as possible. That is, the learner and teacher should have maximally distinct optima
in early learning. Any candidate chosen by the learner and not by the teacher is
necessarily outside the target language. Therefore, approximating from the single
step case, initial learning in SGA is fastest when the distance between violation
vectors within a target language are far apart from those outside it.
1.6.3 Redundancy of representations
The type of learnability bias discussed informally for stress is not the only one
that emerges from the models I propose. Another sort of bias is based on the rela-
tive redundancy of representations, something of intuitive use for analysts. Despite
a relative lack of concern for frequency, researchers do occasionally speak to the im-
plications of theories for frequency. The issue with this type of discussion is that
it fundamentally relies on intuition about the relationship between a theory and its
frequency implications: Optimality Theory (for example) comes with no inherent way
in which to derive typological frequencies. Therefore, any argument from frequency
based solely in OT will be, in some sense, without basis. This is not to say that the
arguments themselves are groundless once a frequency theory is adopted, however;
approaches based in learnability or r-volume can have great accord with analysts’
intuitions.
As a motivating example outside the domain of stress, I consider Padgett’s (1995)
discussion of color harmony. In harmony systems, it does not appear that back
harmony and round harmony are independent. Instead, it seems that there is a
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strong positive correlation between the presence of one process and the presence of
the other, especially in Turkic languages.
The class “color” is intended to capture the generalization that backness and
rounding are not fully independent. If there were no special connection between the
features, we should expect harmony for either, both, or neither, with no necessary
expectation on frequency. This is contrary to the apparent fact that the systematic
agreement of two vowels on backness increases the likelihood of their agreement on
rounding, and vice versa. The intuition behind the class “color” is that perhaps these
two features often track together because they are both aspects of one larger class
encompassing them both (while still excluding others). Padgett rightly points out
that most existing theories do not account for the relationship between the individual
features backness and roundness.
In spite of a fair precedent for a class Color, virtually all researchers
in the generative tradition addressing Turkish vowel harmony have as-
sumed two separate rules/constraints of harmony, implicitly or explicitly:
one harmony of [back], and one of [round], a state of affairs rendering
color harmony as likely seeming as a co-patterning of [back] and [nasal].
(Padgett, 1995, p. 390)
The issue with this statement is that it goes further than pointing out prior ac-
counts do not deal with this relationship, claiming that most of these theories predict
co-patterning of back and round to be similar to co-patterning of back and nasal. In
fact, most theories say nothing at all about the comparative frequencies of these two
sets of languages, provided that both are predicted to occur at all. This is because
standard generative phonology has no formal means to make distinctions in frequency.
Nascent within this view, however, is a proposal for a true account of a frequency
tendency. The abstraction “color” groups backness and roundness in a way not avail-
able to, for example, nasality paired with ATR or backness. This asymmetry in
representation can create an asymmetry in learnability, biasing results in favor of
harmony systems which obey color generalizations.
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I demonstrate this type of learning result with a toy representation of harmony
systems. 100 words are randomly generated with two vowels, chosen uniformly at
random. Of these vowels, some number are chosen to be underlyingly disharmonic
according to four types of harmony: A, B, C, and D. A “disharmony” with two vowels
is simply any mismatch in feature values between the two. These candidates are
represented by six constraints, principally encoding the available types of disharmony:
1. Harmonize(A): Assign a violation for every disharmony of type A in a word.
2. Harmonize(B): Assign a violation for every disharmony of type B in a word.
3. Harmonize(C): Assign a violation for every disharmony of type C in a word.
4. Harmonize(D): Assign a violation for every disharmony of type D in a word.
5. Harmonize(AB): Assign a violation for every disharmony of type A or B in a
word.
6. Ident: Assign a violation for every vowel feature that is mismatched between
input and output.
Note crucially the presence of Harmonize(AB) and the absence of Harmo-
nize(CD). This echoes the opposition of a class for color and an absence of (some)
other featural groupings (e.g. ATR and nasality).These constraints are not intended
as a direct adaptation of Padgett’s account, but instead stand in as representative of
the general idea of representations which have subgroupings.
For each randomly-generated word, up to seven candidates are generated. The
faithful candidate is always included, as well as an instance of each type of harmony
listed above. In addition, one candidate shows a CD harmony pattern: disharmonies
of types C and D are both resolved. This candidate is important because it offers
a contrast with the AB harmony candidate—the AB candidate (in a language that
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Harmony system Average residual error Starting error
Harmony A only 0.242 0.308
Harmony B only 0.241 0.310
Harmony A and B 0.219 0.309
Harmony C only 0.329 0.308
Harmony D only 0.328 0.350
Harmony C and D 0.361 0.352
No harmony 0.401 0.465
Table 1.11: Average remaining errors after learning each of the toy harmony systems
compared with error resulting from weight randomization. Weights generated as
absolute value of standard normals.
prefers it) is supported by an additional constraint favoring that type of “conjoined”
harmony, while the CD candidate (in a language that prefers it) is not. In many
cases, harmony of one type or another is vacuous. These candidates are disregarded
in the evaluation of results.
The learner is given 100 iterations at a learning rate of 0.01 to learn data generated
in this way. For any given instance of learning, one of the types of candidates is chosen
as the target for learning—that is, there are seven total language types considered,
exhibiting each type of harmony and faithful mapping. The probability given to non-
target forms is recorded. This is repeated 10,000 times for each of the seven systems
considered. Results are given in Table 1.11.
As expected, Harmony A is just as learnable as Harmony B when these are learned
alone, with residual error of approximately 0.241 on average. Similarly, Harmonies C
and D each have error around 0.328 when they are the only harmony learned. When
harmonies are learned in pairs, differences emerge. Harmony of both A and B, the
analogue to color, is more learnable than harmony of C and D. The former has a
residual error of only 0.219, while the latter remains at 0.361. It is clear that the
distinct representational assumptions of the two types of harmony result in distinct
learnability predictions. Encoding the “co-patterning” of A and B results in harmony
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of a dual type being favored compared to a combination of two harmonies without a
representation of co-patterning.
This pattern emerges particularly from learning, as can be seen by contrasting
the distribution of learning results in Figure 1.7 with the distribution of results for
initial weight settings in Figure 1.6. In initial weight settings, a difference is only
seen between single harmonies, dual harmonies, and faithful systems. No distinction
is made between types of dual harmony.
This simulation, though a simplification of the actual facts of harmony systems,
is illustrative of how intuitive frequency explanations find a fuller interpretation in
a learnability account. The apparent redundancy and grouping use of a color class
is attractive for motivating phenomena which use this class. Learnability results
verify that numerical predictions with this kind of basis are possible, even if they are
typically omitted from discussion.
1.6.4 Dimensionality of representations
The discussion of harmony illuminates one way in which relative learnability re-
sults may differ. One type of learnability result is fixed with respect to a particular
constraint set and merely compares how quickly learning proceeds on one selection of
candidates compared with another. This is the type discussed in the stress learning
results. The second type of learnability result instead compares learning speed across
two constraint sets. In the case of harmony, this was the comparison of learning with
and without a third Harmonize constraint referring to a shared class. This type of
comparison, though not the major focus of this work, is important in its relation to
typical theory building. Therefore, it is worth discussing the role of dimensionality—
the number of constraints—in a learning problem.
If we assume that representations must fall within some bounded region of n-
dimensional space, with equal bounds on each dimension, two points are maximally
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Single harmony systems: A, B
Single harmony systems: C, D
Dual harmony system: AB
Dual harmony system: CD
No harmony
Figure 1.6: Distribution of average errors at starting weights for each of the toy
harmony systems.
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Single harmony systems: A, B
Single harmony systems: C, D
Dual harmony system: AB
Dual harmony system: CD
No harmony
Figure 1.7: Distribution of average remaining errors after learning each of the toy
harmony systems. η = 0.01.
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distant if they are different by the full size of the bound on each dimension. For
example, assuming a 3-dimensional unit cube bounded at 0 and 1 (x ∈ [0, 1]3), we
will have maximally distant representations like the pair 〈0, 0, 0〉 and 〈1, 1, 1〉. More
generally, we can contrast one element with n zero values and another with n one
values.
For the 1-dimensional case, the two points are obviously distance 1 apart. In two
dimensions, this is a familiar case of the Pythagorean Theorem—the distance is
√
2.








The increased distance between points in higher dimensions has natural conse-
quences also for probabilistic patterns. To see this, we can consider the average
distance between two points in such a unit hypercube. First, let us assume the two
points are chosen uniformly from the hypercube.
The majority of this expectation can be found using standard values for the ex-






X,Y ∼ Uniform(0, 1)n (1.22)
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It remains to find the expectation of the product XY . This is a product distribu-
tion and its density can be found using a method analogous to convolution, applied
to a product.
X, Y ∼ Uniform(0, 1) (1.30)

















|x|dx pdf 1 iff x ∈ [0, 1] (1.34)
= − log z (1.35)

























With all pieces in hand, we see that the average squared distance between two
uniformly-distributed points in n-dimensional space is n
6
. That is, squared distance
increases linearly with the dimension of the space.
E


















From this presentation alone we do not know the expectation of the distance itself.






If we consider normally-distributed points, the picture is much the same. With
this distribution, the result emerges from standard identities relating normal, χ2, and
χ variates.
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X,Y ∼ N(0, 1)n (1.44)














































mean of χ (1.51)
(1.52)
Thus for both uniform and normal distributions, the squared distance increases
linearly with dimension—as n
6
for uniform, as n for normal—and the distance itself
increases with the square root of dimension.
The increasing apparent size of spaces in more and more dimensions has impli-
cations for learning in the paradigm discussed. Increasing numbers of dimensions
correspond to larger numbers of constraints. Each additional constraint gives the
learner an additional potential manner in which to distinguish candidates. With
greater and greater potential to distinguish the candidates, learning proceeds faster
and faster. In terms of the learner’s actual goal, this is clear. The learner seeks
to find a hyperplane that divides the target language from the losers, maximizing
probability. In higher dimensions, it is easier to “fit” a hyperplane between the two
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classes. Additionally, due to the inflation of distance, many potential hyperplanes
are essentially identical in terms of performance. With the space of possible solutions
greatly expanded, the learner’s task of finding valid weights can proceed quicker.
Another way to view the effect of dimensionality is at its limits. With no dimensions—
that is, no constraints—we cannot distinguish candidates. Learning must therefore
fail for any problem; it is “infinitely hard.” In contrast, with an infinite number
of constraints assigning violations to candidates in all possible patterns, learning is
in some sense “infinitely easy.” Every candidate will be uniquely preferred by some
constraint, and every language will have infinite constraints in support of it.
This result is somewhat at odds with some intuitions about the task of the lan-
guage learner. One view of linguistic theory is that it seeks to find the necessarily very
limited mechanisms used in language representation because such limits are thought
to improve learning. This view goes astray in two principal respects. First, it is not
necessarily the case that limiting the search space improves the ease of learning, as
discussed here. Such relationships between solution space and learnability are entirely
due to assumptions about the learning algorithm—without explication of the learning
procedure, such a goal is without a solid foundation. Second, it cannot be assumed a
priori that—whatever factors do improve learning—human language is structured in
such a way as to maximize learnability. Instead, we can only observe that language
is learned and it is learned within some bounded amount of time. This cannot be
strengthened to a claim that language is actually so as to be optimally learnable.
The work discussed here does not suggest the opposite view of theory building.
It would not be well-motivated to increase the space of solutions for its own sake.
Instead, it is useful to look for correspondence between a profusion of solutions and
observed frequency in the typology. Indeed, as an individual language’s number of
possible representations increases, the proportional share of other languages must
decrease. That is, to some extent making one language easier makes others harder.
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1.6.5 Convergence and learning speed
I now elaborate the formal learning discussion begun in §1.6.2, making tighter
connections with the perceptron convergence proof. I show that MaxEnt SGA is
sufficiently like the perceptron learning algorithm that we can adopt much of the same
mechanisms for showing approximate features characterizing its learning behavior. I
explicate the perceptron convergence proof, showing where it fails for probabilistic
grammatical theories like MaxEnt. I then show how analogous arguments can show
the continued importance in MaxEnt for properties of the learning problem such as
the size of the margin.
1.6.5.1 Lower bound
The goal of learning is to maximize the likelihood of the teacher’s data under
the learner’s weights w. However, in MaxEnt it is not strictly possible to maximize
likelihood. There is no single maximum because any given arrangement of weights
can be made more categorical simply by scaling: a set of weights like 〈1, 2, 3〉 prefers
the same candidates as 〈10, 20, 30〉, only with less certainty.
Let us assume the existence of a w∗ that comes within δ of reaching the maximum
possible value of the likelihood (that is, 1). Further, let us assume that δ is chosen
to be small enough such that all weight vectors reaching this criterion are parallel.
Thus w∗ performs well as a model of the data and all weights of similar performance
prioritize individual constraints in the same way. The assumption of such a weight
vector is justified for any learning problem that is well-modelled with a MaxEnt








p∗(i|w′) < δ, (w′)Tw∗ = ‖w′‖‖w∗‖ (1.54)
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To see that w∗ is a sensible choice for an idealized goal of learning, consider
how changing its weights affects performance on likelihood. We assume that the
weight vector is close to fully describing the teacher’s language. If all weights are
multiplied by a common factor greater than 1, the harmony of target forms will
increase and the harmony of non-targets will decrease. Thus, likelihood increases.
This demonstrates that w∗ is not uniquely defined. If the factor is less than 1,
the distinction in harmony between targets and non-targets decreases. This reduces
likelihood, potentially reducing it below 1 − δ. Finally, as all vectors that perform
as well as w∗ are parallel with it, any change to an individual weight will cause the
vector to become non-parallel and therefore perform worse.
Based on w∗ we can define a vector u which is a unit vector (i.e. of length 1)
parallel with w∗. For the minimum difference in harmony between a vector in the
teacher’s language and one outside it, using u, write γ. This is the margin. For the
maximum length of a violation vector considered, write ρ.
γ = min
i,j





This enables us to show a convergence result based on the perceptron convergence
proof (Novikoff, 1962). First we see that the margin establishes a lower bound. For
every iteration t at which there is an error (and thus, update), the weights can only
change in a way bounded by the margin. The margin establishes (roughly) how far
apart the closest vectors are. Any error will therefore have to make at least as much
change to the weights as would be required by this closest pair.
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wt+1 = wt + η(v∗i − vij) learning rule (1.58)
uTwt+1 = uTwt + η(uTv∗i − uTvij) (1.59)
uTwt+1 ≥ uTwt + ηγ (1.60)
uTwt+1 ≥ uTw0 + (t+ 1)ηγ by induction (1.61)
Each additional error must at least increase uTwt+1 by γ. That is, every time
the learner makes a mistake, it must increase the projection of its hypothesis onto
a representation of the goal grammar by the margin. By induction we can thus
eliminate a dependence on the previous step.
This result shows us that an increase in the margin γ increases the projection of
wt+1 onto u. That is, an increase in the distance between candidates inside a language
and the candidates outside it results in a reduced number of errors needed to achieve
a weight vector parallel with the goal w∗.
1.6.5.2 Upper bound
In typical perceptron convergence proofs, an upper bound is also given in terms
of ρ. This proof relies on the assumption that all errors were due to weights which
produced an incorrect candidate, rather than random chance. It it thus not a true
model of MaxEnt, but is nevertheless informative.
We start again with the update rule, but this time examine the sizes of the vectors.
wt+1 = wt + η(v∗i − vij) learning rule (1.62)
‖wt+1‖2 = ‖wt + η(v∗i − vij)‖2 (1.63)
‖wt+1‖2 = ‖wt‖2 + 2η((wt)Tv∗i − (wt)Tvij) + η2‖v∗i − vij‖2 (1.64)
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The middle term of this equation is a difference of harmonies. The harmony of
the correct form will always be lower, if we assume that an error occurred due to
the weights rather than chance. Given this assumption, the very fact that an error
occurred implies that the harmony of the non-target form is greater.
‖wt+1‖2 = ‖wt‖2 + 2η((wt)Tv∗i − (wt)Tvij) + η2‖v∗i − vij‖2 (1.65)
‖wt+1‖2 ≤ ‖wt‖2 + η2‖v∗i − vij‖2 by assumption (1.66)
‖wt+1‖2 ≤ ‖wt‖2 + η2ρ2 definition of ρ (1.67)
‖wt+1‖2 ≤ (t+ 1)η2ρ2 + ‖w0‖2 induction (1.68)
This bound can be combined with the previous one for a more accessible interpre-
tation. We first state the margin result in terms of a norm:
uTwt+1 ≥ uTw0 + (t+ 1)ηγ (1.69)
‖u‖‖wt+1‖ ≥ uTw0 + (t+ 1)ηγ norm bound (1.70)
‖wt+1‖ ≥ uTw0 + (t+ 1)ηγ unit vector (1.71)
Combining the two bounds gives us:
(uTw0 + (t+ 1)ηγ)2 ≤ ‖wt+1‖2 ≤ (t+ 1)η2ρ2 + ‖w0‖2 (1.72)
(uTw0 + (t+ 1)ηγ)2 ≤ (t+ 1)η2ρ2 + ‖w0‖2 (1.73)
The importance of w0—the starting weights—vanishes as t grows large.
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((t+ 1)ηγ)2 ≤ (t+ 1)η2ρ2 (1.74)
(t+ 1)2η2γ2 ≤ (t+ 1)η2ρ2 (1.75)




Thus the time until convergence on u decreases with squared margin and increases
with squared maximum violation vector size.
This proof can be modified for MaxEnt if we account for the probabilistic nature
of output generation. The learner may be in error for two reasons: a legitimate issue
with the weights or random chance. The former case falls under the above proof, while
the latter can be accounted for if we bound the degree to which the optimization can
stray from the Harmonic Grammar interpretation of a weight set.
This bounding can be simply accomplished if we switch to an alternate model of
MaxEnt. In (1.3), the definition of MaxEnt probabilities is explicit—the exponenti-
ated harmonies are simply normalized. Another interpretation for these probabilities
are as the result of a latent variable model. In this interpretation, an optimum is cho-
sen similarly to HG or Noisy HG. The learner computes a set of values Gij from the
harmonies, incorporating noise. It then chooses the greatest of these Gij as optimal
for the particular input i.
j = argmax
j
Gij for a given i (1.77)
Unlike in Noisy HG, the noise ξij is added to the harmony itself, not to the
weights. The noise is independent and identically distributed for each candidate, not
each constraint/optimization pair.
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Gij = Hij + ξij (1.78)
= wTvij + ξij (1.79)
To have the probability of each candidate match its MaxEnt probability, the noise
ξij should be standard Gumbel distributed (see e.g. Andersson and Ubøe, 2012), with
the probability density function given in (1.81).
ξij ∼ Gumbel(0, 1) (1.80)
f(ξ) = e−(ξ+e
−ξ) (1.81)
We know that the learner’s current form is preferred to the teacher’s under some
randomization. We can use the values Gij to pull this apart.
G∗i ≤ Gij learner’s chosen form won (1.82)
wTv∗i + ξ
∗
i ≤ wTvij + ξij (1.83)
wTv∗i −wTvij ≤ ξij − ξ∗i (1.84)
(1.85)
The difference between two independent and identically distributed Gumbel vari-
ates follows the logistic distribution, so we can write this as:
wTv∗i −wTvij ≤ ψij (1.86)
ψij ∼ Logistic(0, 1) (1.87)
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This identity allows us to restart the second part of the proof from (1.65).
‖wt+1‖2 = ‖wt‖2 + 2η((wt)Tv∗i − (wt)Tvij) + η2‖v∗i − vij‖2 (1.88)
‖wt+1‖2 ≤ ‖wt‖2 + 2ηψt+1 + η2‖v∗i − vij‖2 by (1.86) (1.89)
‖wt+1‖2 ≤ ‖wt‖2 + 2ηψt+1 + η2ρ2 definition of ρ (1.90)










‖wt+1‖2 ≤ (t+ 1)η2ρ2 + ‖w0‖2 + 2η(t+ 1)xt+1 CLT (1.93)
The last term involves the sample mean of independent random variables, so if
t is sufficiently large its distribution is approximately normal by the central limit










We can now return to (1.75) with the revised bound based on ρ.
(t+ 1)2η2γ2 ≤ (t+ 1)η2ρ2 + 2η(t+ 1)xt+1 (1.96)







Thus learning speed is characterized by the margin γ, the size of the largest vector





inverse relationship with the margin size. This validates a focus on the relative size
of the margin in establishing the relative learnability of a particular language in this
probabilistic setting.
1.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, I first introduced the problem of non-categorical typological data.
Not all linguistic patterns are equally common, so a full model of linguistic typology
needs to make predictions about frequency. The answer I propose is to model fre-
quencies as emergent from the relative learnability of different languages under given
assumptions about grammar. I explicated the particular model I adopt, a Maximum
Entropy grammar learned online with SGA, as well as other concerns for modeling.
Following this, I introduced some typological tendencies of interest. These con-
cerned simple patterns in the typology of stress—tendencies for fixed stress position,
for certain types of alternation, and so on. I showed that a very simple set of n-gram
constraints yields useful learning biases for explaining some of these tendencies. Such
learners exhibit biases toward fixed stress near a word edge, perfect alternation, and
more.
I developed an idea of why such learners should exhibit biases, setting out the
most important feature of languages as their distinctiveness. A distinct language is
one which is consistent in its pattern of constraint violation in a way that most other
logically possible languages are not consistent. I show that this is not the only view of
learning bias, giving an example of bias from redundant representations as applied to
vowel harmony. Finally, I develop a more explicit formal understanding of the nature
of the learning bias.
The choice of SGA in this work is not crucial. Any learning algorithm that
produces some degree of variability in the results of learning should produce learning
biases. Indeed, the biases discussed in this dissertation are not crucially linked to
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SGA. SGA shows biases based on the relative distinctiveness of the target language
with respect to its competitors, as discussed in §1.6.2. This bias relies on the fact
that distinctive patterns will in general result in weight updates moving in consistent
directions for the constraints which are important to an analyses. This is not a feature
of SGA alone—SGA is in fact unlikely to be most influenced by such consistency. For
example, multiplicative approaches like Winnow (Littlestone, 1988) disregard features
which do not assist in learning, positively updating only the features that do. This
means that—possibly more than SGA—the number of constraints with a consistent
degree of violation will be very important to learning.
This chapter sets out the basic goals and methods of this dissertation. In later
chapters, I will show other applications of modeled learnability to problems of prob-
abilistic typology, particularly as applied to stress.
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CHAPTER 2
EMERGENT TENDENCIES FROM GRAMMATICAL
ASSUMPTIONS
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I consider the utility of particular grammatical assumptions for
explaining tendencies in typology. These tendencies are shown to emerge from the
use of grammatical representations by a learner, and require minimal additional stip-
ulations. In a departure from the discussion in Chapter 1, the assumptions explored
here are represented by a constraint set for stress motivated by typology, as typically
discussed by analysts working in Optimality Theory. The constraint set represents
some of the kinds of choices made by analysts faced by distinctions in the categorical
typology, contrasting with the n-gram constraint set chosen from first principles.
The first bias considered pertains to methods of primary stress assignment. Pri-
mary stress is usually determined independent of reference to word parity (even or
odd syllable count) or secondary stress location (e.g. van der Hulst, 1996). Instead
of such reference, primary stress is usually placed on a designated privileged sylla-
ble: initial, final, penultimate, heavy, lexically marked, etc. I show that this bias in
favor of so-called non-counting (e.g. Goedemans, 2010) systems emerges from learn-
ing if the grammatical assumptions include primary stress assigned on the basis of
syllable-counting alignment (broadly construed). The bias emerges in learning be-
cause non-counting languages—represented in such a way—exhibit consistency, just
as e.g. perfect grids exhibited consistency for n-gram constraints in Chapter 1. Count-
ing languages will be inconsistent in their violation of primary stress alignment con-
straints, varying the position of primary stress depending on parity and word length.
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Non-counting languages show less of this variability, with primary stress placed with
respect to a consistent absolute position in the word. In addition to their relative
consistency, non-counting languages have the additional property that most of their
strings perform relatively well with respect to these primary stress alignment con-
straints. Taken together, this implies that the constraint-based representations of
non-counting languages are relatively distinct from their alternatives, aiding learn-
ing.
The second bias considered relates to stress windows. The smaller a stress window
is, the more common it is. Thus two-syllable windows are more common than three-
syllable ones, and one-syllable windows (a degenerate case: initial and final stress) are
quite common (Kager, 2012). These relative levels of attestation are accompanied by
a seemingly categorical generalization: no windows of size four or above are attested.
I show that the bias for small windows emerges from the concept of consistency: these
windows are just those that cause different word lengths to be more similar. This
probabilistic bias is sufficiently strong that the absence of windows of size four and
above is unsurprising.
2.1.1 Probabilistic generalizations
Primary stress patterns can usually be described simply without reference to sec-
ondary stress. Primary stress tends to fall within a certain number of syllables of an
edge, typically varying only due to properties of the syllables involved. It generally
does not vary in placement based on word parity (whether word length is odd or
even) or other facts related to secondary stress. That is, primary stress is largely
independent of secondary stress and parity. StressTyp1 (see Goedemans et al., 1996a;
Goedemans, 2010) describes 85 iterative patterns as iterating from the left and 50 as
iterating from the right. Of these, only 12 and 3 (respectively) require “counting” in
1Available (November 2013) at http://www.unileiden.net/stresstyp/.
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primary stress that would motivate dependence on secondary stress or parity. This
is a large asymmetry—135 languages versus only 15.2 Such a pattern in typology
compels linguistic analysis. If no languages had counting primary stress, a successful
theory could simply exclude it. This is not the case, however; deviations are uncom-
mon, but not absent. The probabilistic nature of the generalization does not mean
it is not a generalization, however. It still calls out for explanation, and a complete
theory of linguistic typology should provide one.
Another probabilistic generalization is found in the typology of stress windows.
Two-syllable stress windows outnumber three-syllable ones, 121 to 39 in StressTyp.
In this case, the existence of neither category is in doubt. Nevertheless, the asymme-
try is profound enough that an explanation is clearly desirable. In addition to this
probabilistic case, four-syllable windows (and larger) are categorically unobserved.
One might ask, however, whether this gap is categorical by nature or an accident due
to the low probability of such systems.
In this chapter I show that existing models of categorical generalization, combined
with a general theory of grammatical learning, can address these sorts of questions.
Such a model makes predictions about the frequency of linguistic patterns, allowing
explanations of generalizations that are inexplicable in traditional typological mod-
eling.
A theory designed for categorical predictions only gives a binary prediction of
“possible” versus “impossible” for a given language type and can never make predic-
tions about relative frequency over language types. Such models do not have such
a goal and will not yield probabilistic predictions, despite any intuition to the con-
trary. In creating a linguistic theory, it is arbitrary to discard generalizations about
frequency and probability, reducing them to questions of attestation. These typo-
2The number of counting systems drops to 11 when distinct varieties of Arabic are collapsed.
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logical generalizations should not be ignored, even if they necessitate new ways of
approaching data.
If a theory of probabilistic typologies is desirable, it must come from something
supplemental to traditional categorical prediction models. As in Chapter 1, I propose
that modeling probabilistic typology as the result of iterated grammar learning best
accomplishes this expansion. The added complexity is comparatively minimal—the
mechanics of categorical typology can be extended directly to be used in a learning
system. In addition, this complexity is needed in some capacity in any case because
we know that language is learned and passed down through generations of learners.
Such a typological model simply incorporates independently-motivated components,
implying that this view of probabilistic typology adds little or no added complexity
to the system as a whole.
In the standard view of generative phonology, the task of the learning algorithm
is to learn all and only the languages represented by a grammatical theory. In the
approach demonstrated here, failed learning has value, pointing to distinctions in pre-
dicted frequency. This work thus follows suggestions such as that of Boersma (2003)
that the explanation of typology would fruitfully be partitioned into the distinct
responsibilities of a (fallible) learning algorithm and grammatical assumptions.
2.1.1.1 Accounts of probabilistic predictions
Though the generative tradition has focused primarily on issues of attestation, a
concern with frequency is not new. Some part of the explication of frequency will
inevitably be linked to historical and social circumstance. Linguistic theory should
explain the mechanisms by which such forces are permitted to alter grammars, and
also the range of grammatical variation they can create. However, it cannot neces-
sarily be expected to answer why a particular set of contingent historical pressures
came to be—this is just as true in the study of frequency as in the generative tradi-
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tion more generally. In contrast, effects on frequency that arise from persistent facts
about human biology or cognition do seemingly fall within the mandate of linguistic
theory.
One source of explanation for typological tendencies in language is the nature of
perception and production. These systems are constrained by the biology surrounding
sound3 and its related cognitive control. Taken together, this is the channel through
which speech is transmitted. Properties of this channel could form direct substantive
biases on learning or constitute a broader channel bias (Moreton, 2008) on typology.
This sort of bias has been frequently implicated in language change, forming the basis
of a theory of frequency in proposals such as Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins, 2004).
The work I present here is principally concerned with a different kind of learn-
ing bias: analytic or structural bias. This type of effect arises from the cognitive
mechanisms associated with learning patterns, whether specific to language or not.
These effects show up robustly in a number of artificial phonology experiments, par-
ticularly in relation to learning patterns described as the combination of features
(Moreton and Pater, 2012). Iterated learning work (e.g. Kirby, 2002; Griffiths and
Kalish, 2005; Kirby et al., 2007; Theisen et al., 2010), shows how biases imposed by
transmission from teacher to learner (in theory and in experiment) can give rise to
added structure over successive generations.
In recent years, a number of studies have pushed this type of explanation into
phonological theory. Coetzee (2002) proposes that the typological frequency of pat-
terns might be well-described by the relative number of rankings which describe a
pattern, taken from an Optimality Theoretic factorial typology (Prince and Smolen-
sky, 1993/2004). This line of investigation is taken up by Riggle (2008), formalizing
the concept of “number of rankings” further into the notion of r-volume. Riggle
3Sound and associated terms stand in for any substance in which linguistic behavior is produc-
tively transmitted.
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proposes a model of learning in which the r-volume of a pattern (its relative size in
ranking space) determines whether it is chosen in cases of ambiguity. This parallels
the evaluation metric of Chomsky and Halle (1968), which chooses shorter (or less
informative) grammars in the face of ambiguous data. Moreton et al. (in prep.) ad-
vance a model of learning bias with a learning algorithm not specifically designed to
account for bias.
The following modeling experiments demonstrate that even a quite general model
of learning can account for substantial biases in stress typology. In this way, I follow
Bane and Riggle (2008) in using stress as a lens on probabilistic typology due to
its useful typological surveys and comparative abstraction from substance. However,
I further claim that desirable typological predictions about frequency emerge from
learning in general, not just models designed around their explanation.
2.1.2 Grammatical model
The model I adopt for learning simulations uses Maximum Entropy grammar
(MaxEnt; Goldwater and Johnson, 2003). MaxEnt is a probabilistic version of Har-
monic Grammar (HG; Legendre et al., 1990).
In the main simulations presented here, I use constraints chosen to represent
standard sorts of distinctions in stress grammars, modifying the constraint sets of
Alber (2005) and Kager (2005) specifically and McCarthy and Prince (1993a) and
Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004) more generally.
1. Stress alignment: AlignFtLeft/Right: Assign a violation for every syllable
between the left/right edge of a foot and the edge of the prosodic word.
2. Primary stress alignment: AlignHeadLeft/Right: Assign a violation for
every syllable between the left/right edge of the head foot and the edge of the
prosodic word.
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3. Foot size: FtBin: Assign a violation for every monosyllabic foot.
4. Rhythmic: *Clash/*Lapse: Assign a violation for every pair of adjacent
stressed/unstressed syllables.
5. Foot headedness: Iamb and Trochee: Assign a violation for every foot that
is not strictly right/left headed.
I particularly call attention to the inclusion of Align constraints which count
violations in syllables. This use of gradient alignment constraints conflicts with argu-
ments to remove such constraints from a theory of Con (e.g. McCarthy, 2003, pace).
However, this inclusion will aid in demonstrating the way that consistency can emerge
and exhibit the kinds of biases desired—gradient Align is not necessarily the only
way to do this.
The learning model used here is online—the learner processes each datum it re-
ceives in turn, adapting its hypothesis. A “teacher” randomly selects a word shape
and produces a stress pattern for that word type based on its grammar. Shorter words
are sampled exponentially more often than longer words, mirroring the distribution
of word lengths in natural language. The learner considers a candidate set consisting
of all metrical parses that include the correct number of syllables with one and only
one primary stress. The learner produces its own parse for that word length. If the
learner’s predicted stress pattern does not match the teacher’s, the learner updates its
constraint weights. Learning is therefore error-driven: updates occur when expected
and observed data do not match.
The learner’s grammar is updated according to Stochastic Gradient Ascent (SGA;
Ja¨ger, 2007; Boersma and Pater, 2014), also known variously as the perceptron update
rule or delta rule.
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Some of the constraints used in the simulations involve foot structure, which is not
overtly observable. This is problematic because the learner requires a foot structure
to assign violations to the teacher’s form. The learner must therefore make a decision
about what hidden structure to use in evaluating the teacher’s constraint violations.
The approach presented here uses a probabilistic adaptation of Robust Interpretive
Parsing (RIP; Tesar and Smolensky, 2000; Boersma, 2003; Jarosz, 2013; Boersma and
Pater, 2014) to choose a likely hidden structure. In this version of RIP, the hidden
structure used for a particular overt form is probabilistically chosen according to the
grammar from all hidden structures consistent with the form. Thus the learner picks
a foot structure compatible with the teacher’s form that performs reasonably well
according the learner’s own grammar.
2.2 Bias from representation: primary stress and direction-
ality
The most common source of categorical predictions for linguistic typology in the
generative tradition is the nature of linguistic representations (e.g. Chomsky and
Halle, 1968). Theories differ as to what form of representation is most relevant to
typological prediction. In Optimality Theory, for example, typological prediction is
performed by computing a factorial typology of the hypothesized constraints (Prince
and Smolensky, 1993/2004). These constraints assign violations to representations,
yielding particular patterns of violation—violation vectors—for particular candidates.
These violation vectors are the lens through which OT views candidates and thus the
“representation” relevant to looking at categorical predictions within such a theory.
This type of prediction has an important role in probabilistic prediction as well (e.g.
Riggle, 2008).
In learning-based typological prediction, representation has two distinct manifes-
tations. First, representations operate as in standard theories in order to categorically
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rule out certain patterns. Such results carry over simply to a learning framework: if
a particular type of language is not representable in principle by the linguistic sys-
tem, it will not be fully learnable as a categorical pattern. No amount of data will
drive a learner to converge upon a hypothesis it cannot even entertain. That is, the
typical means by which patterns are ruled “impossible” is still available. More dis-
tinctly, representation can affect the relative learnability of hypotheses. Depending
on the structure of linguistic representation, a learner might gain more certainty for
an “easy” hypothesis than a “difficult” one even with an identical amount of data.
I exemplify again this type of learning bias, first discussed in Chapter 1, using
a strong typological tendency concerning primary stress. In general, the position of
primary stress can be simply decided independently of the position of secondary stress
or word parity. However, exceptions exist. Two languages exhibiting such patterns are
Cairene Arabic (McCarthy, 1979) and Nyawaygi (Dixon, 1983a). These are languages
in which primary stress must make reference to the same kind of iterative structure
used by secondary stress. For example, in Nyawaygi secondary stress falls on every
heavy syllable and in right-to-left trochees among light syllables. Primary stress falls
on the initial or peninitial syllable, depending on whether it bears secondary stress.
Thus primary stress is leftmost even while the general direction of parsing is right-
to-left. This is in contrast to the dominant typological pattern linking the placement
of primary stress with the direction of secondary stress.
This typological tendency—predominance of non-counting primary stress without
the exclusion of counting—is impossible to account for in a theory which yields only
categorical predictions for typology. I show that such a bias emerges from an online
learning model and constraints which make reference to syllable-counting alignment.
This result highlights an important aspect of such biases: predictions for probabilistic








Table 2.1: Contrast between trochees parsed from the left and from the right.
categorical typology. This fact offers a new tool for deciding theoretical questions
based on typological data.
2.2.1 Typology of primary stress and directionality
Primary stress could conceivably be assigned on the basis of patterns of syllables,
weight, etc. or on some combination of these properties and the placement of sec-
ondary stress. That is, primary stress could be regarded as independent of secondary
stress or as (in some regard) parasitic on it. An argument for the first situation can
be made on the basis of a tendency in the relationship between primary stress and
directionality, when stated in terms of iterative foot parsing. Primary stress tends to
fall on the “first” foot placed in a metrical parse—it does not depend on word parity
(or length generally).
In iterative stress, the first foot is the place from which the system seems to count
syllables for stress assignment. In Table 2.1, the two patterns are easily explained as
alternating stressed and unstressed syllables (i.e. trochees) starting at the left or right
edge, respectively. An attempt using the opposite edge yields a comparatively clumsy
description: stress is penultimate or antepenultimate depending on word parity (and
iterative thereafter). The avoidance of such reference to word parity as a concept in
its own right is a motivation for both metrical and rhythmic approaches to stress (e.g.
Liberman and Prince, 1977).
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Table 2.2: Contrast between primary stress on the first foot of a left-to-right parse
and on the last one. Primary stress on the first foot requires no reference to syllable
count (non-counting) while primary stress on last foot does (counting). Directionality
is unimportant: the “first” foot of a right-to-left parse is the rightmost.
In the great majority of cases these systems place primary stress on the “first”
foot of a parse. That is, a system which counts from the left will place primary
stress on the leftmost foot (vice versa for the right). However, some exceptions exist,
placing primary stress on the “last” foot parsed. This distinction is important for
the question of whether primary stress can depend on syllable count. If primary
stress is fully permitted to count syllables, with placement varying depending on
word parity, there is seemingly no a priori reason to suppose that first foot languages
should predominate. On the other hand, if primary stress is totally prohibited from
counting, languages in which the last foot bears primary stress should be impossible.
Table 2.3 shows data from Apurina˜ (Facundes, 2000) and Wargamay (Dixon,
1983b), two languages sharing a secondary stress pattern in light syllables but differ-
ing in whether primary stress is counting. Apurina˜ reflects the dominant tendency
for non-counting primary stress: primary stress does not vary with word parity in
Apurina˜, while it does in Wargamay.
Primary stress is rarely counting. In the StressTyp (Goedemans, 2010) database
of stress patterns, only 15 of 120 iterative stress languages have counting primary
stress.
These counts make it obvious that languages in which primary stress crucially de-
pends on secondary stress or word parity are comparatively rare. In the non-counting
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Apurina˜ (non-counting) Wargamay (counting)
"s1to ‘woman’ "bada ‘dog’
pa"taro ‘chicken’ ga"gara ‘dilly bag’
­taka"tar1 ‘manioc frying pan’ "giéa­wulu ‘freshwater jewfish’
a­na˜pa"nar1 ‘dog’ ba"éinéi­laNgu ‘spangled drongo-erg/instr’
­n1ta­kape"r1ko ‘I will have put/planted it’ "jajim­bali­lagu ‘play about-intr.purp’
Table 2.3: Apurina˜ (Facundes, 2000) and Wargamay (Dixon, 1983b) both stress every
other syllable from the right (right-to-left trochees). Primary stress position varies
with word parity in Wargamay but not in Apurina˜.
Iteration from left Iteration from right
Non-counting 73 47
Counting 12 3
Table 2.4: Bias for non-counting iterative stress in StressTyp, divided by direction.
No significant difference is claimed for direction.
languages, primary stress can be assigned without reference to this information. In
such a pattern, primary stress is “independent” in the sense that it does not utilize
other stress information. It is “non-counting” in the sense that no reference to parity
is needed.
The frequency generalization about counting also extends to iterative bidirectional
stress systems. Bidirectional systems are ones in which a foot is placed opposite the
start of iteration. It is this foot which typically bears primary stress in a secondary
stress system of this type. The other feet iterate toward this single “opposite-edge”
foot. This sort of pattern is fully compatible with the idea of non-counting primary
stress. The primary stress in the typical bidirectional systems can be determined
without reference to secondary stress or parity—in fact, it can be considered as logi-
cally “before” secondary stress calculation.
Table 2.5 shows four schematic systems illustrating the differences between bidirec-
tional and iterative stress assignment on the one hand and counting and non-counting
primary stress on the other. It is clear that the position of primary stress does not
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Non-counting primary stress Counting primary stress
Iterative Bidirectional Iterative Bidirectional
(σ´σ) (σ´σ) (σ´σ) (σ´σ)
(σ´σ)σ (σ´σ)σ (σ´σ)σ (σ´σ)σ
(σ´σ)(σ`σ) (σ´σ)(σ`σ) (σ`σ)(σ´σ) (σ`σ)(σ´σ)
(σ´σ)(σ`σ)σ (σ´σ)σ(σ`σ) (σ`σ)(σ´σ)σ (σ`σ)σ(σ´σ)
(σ´σ)(σ`σ)(σ`σ) (σ´σ)(σ`σ)(σ`σ) (σ`σ)(σ`σ)(σ´σ) (σ`σ)(σ`σ)(σ´σ)
(σ´σ)(σ`σ)(σ`σ)σ (σ´σ)σ(σ`σ)(σ`σ) (σ`σ)(σ`σ)(σ´σ)σ (σ`σ)σ(σ`σ)(σ´σ)
Table 2.5: Comparison between counting and non-counting primary stress for iterative
and bidirectional systems. For standard iterative systems, non-counting primary
stress falls near the edge at which iteration begins. For bidirectional stress it falls on
the “stranded,” opposite-edge foot.
depend on word parity in the non-counting primary stress languages: primary stress
is always initial in these examples. This contrasts with counting primary stress, in
which the location of primary stress is not simply expressible in terms of an edge.
Instead, a primary stress description for these examples must make reference either
to secondary stress or the length of a word.
The non-counting tendency can be expressed in several alternate formulations as a
theory-internal generalization. In the tendency-obeying languages, primary stress can
be placed without any reference to the placement of secondary stress—primary stress
tends to be expressible in terms of a single privileged syllable (e.g. penultimate, initial,
final heavy, etc.), rather than a particular privileged stress (e.g. the rightmost stress).
In a derivational theory, the tendency means that primary stress usually falls on the
first foot placed—giving an interpretation of the non-counting tendency as a “primary
first” tendency. An alignment-based translation is more nuanced because left- and
right-alignment are not the same as left-to-right and right-to-left parsing (Crowhurst
and Hewitt, 1995; Alber, 2005). For example, a language with degenerate feet at the
left edge may be better aligned with that edge but “parsed” right-to-left. This means
that the generalization cannot always be precisely restated as for example “left-/right-
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aligning secondary stress systems tend to have left-/right-aligning primary stress”
(but see Gordon, 2002 on related generalizations, given a categorical treatment).
Van der Hulst (1996) proposes the “Primary First” theory of stress assignment,
embracing the corresponding formalization (see also Pruitt, 2012, on discussion and
intermediate formulations). Under this approach, primary stress is always the first
stress assigned. With standard methods of assigning primary stress, this implies
that primary stress in simple iterative systems must be at the start of iteration and
bidirectional systems must place primary stress on the opposite edge—there would
be no other options. This strict version of Primary First accounts for a wide range
of the typological data on stress. The majority of stress systems do in fact place
primary stress on their “first” foot, in a way compatible with non-counting primary
stress. However, as the above counts and examples demonstrate, this tendency is not
an absolute. To account for exceptions, accounts framed within the Primary First
assumption are necessarily driven to ascribe independent reference to word parity to
primary stress assignment. Avoiding this sort of provision is precisely the goal that
motivated elaborated models of metrical structure and rhythm. Additionally, this
undermines the explanation of the non-counting tendency: the theory is too permis-
sive, allowing counting systems on an essentially equal footing with non-counting ones.
Thus the probabilistic prediction approach is potentially very attractive: the crucially
non-categorical bias for non-counting primary stress can in principle be accounted for
without either ignoring counting cases or building redundant and under-supported
theoretical mechanisms for primary stress assignment.
2.2.2 Results
Learning is as described in Chapter 1. The learning rate η is 0.1, as usual in




Table 2.6: Contrast between vacuous and non-vacuous “flipping.” Primary stress
moves when put on the “opposite edge” of a trochaic parse, but does not when an
initial stress pattern is flipped. In the latter case, there is no other foot to place
primary stress on.
and standard deviation 10 truncated at zero (i.e. preventing negative weights).4 The
tableau for a particular word length consists of all parses of that word length using
maximally binary feet.
A bias in learning for a particular linguistic feature, e.g. non-counting primary
stress patterns, can be illuminated by comparing the learning of languages possessing
and lacking that feature. For the purposes of the simulations here, I start with the
quantity-insensitive stress patterns used by Bane and Riggle (2008), supplementing
Heinz (2007). All of these languages are non-counting, so additional languages must
be considered which might violate the generalization. In addition to these 26 stress
patterns, I include the “flipped” version of 17 of them. These flipped patterns have
identical secondary stress to some attested language but primary stress aligned toward
the opposite edge. For example, Table 2.2 shows a language and its “flip”—both
languages have trochees parsed left-to-right, but they differ in whether the leftmost or
rightmost stress is primary. Apurina˜ and Wargamay in Table 2.3 give a real example
of a flipped pair, when quantity sensitivity is ignored. The remaining 9 languages are
not included in numeric results because they flip vacuously—for example, final stress
remains final even if primary stress “moves” because there is only a single stress in
the word to “move” to. This contrast is shown in Table 2.6.
4Other distributions were tested with few qualitative differences but I have made no full explo-
ration of assumed weight distributions. This is likely to be a useful topic of inquiry.
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Mean Diff. Diff. Range
Same-edge primary −0.664 −1.429 to 0.932
Bidirectional −1.145 −1.982 to −0.514
Table 2.7: Summary of non-counting bias results measured by SSE. A negative dif-
ference means the pattern in the typology was learned better. The flipped languages
tend to be counting, suggesting bias.
This inclusion of flipping allows the comparison of languages differing only on
their adherence to the non-counting tendency. Any difference in learnability must be
attributed to differences in primary stress. Results are included in Figure 2.1. In this
graph the residual error after some fixed amount of learning is compared between a
language and its flipped counterpart (for example, the pair in Table 2.2 corresponds
to a single dot). Error is reported as sum squared error (SSE). SSE is the sum over
all stress patterns of the squared difference between the predicted probability of a
stress pattern and its target probability. It thus summarizes the difference between
two distributions in a single number: higher SSE indicates less successful learning of
a pattern. The line in this graph represents a situation of equal error. This would be
true of any pattern that was just as learnable as its flip. Significant deviation from the
line indicates bias—one language or the other is better learned in the time allowed.
A primary first bias is apparent here: the iterative languages are primarily above the
line, indicating better learning in the unflipped, generalization-conforming pattern. I
will return to the two exceptions in §2.2.3. These results are presented numerically in
Table 2.7. In this table I present the difference between unflipped and flipped pattern
errors, where negative values indicate non-counting bias. Heinz (2007) includes only
generalization-conforming, non-counting systems, thus the (non-vacuously) flipped
languages can be seen as approximating the set of counting patterns.
Another way to look at learning predictions is to examine the actual result of
an attempted learning instance rather than error alone. That is, we may ask what
languages are likely to be learned when given certain kinds of input. In the simplest
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Figure 2.1: Learning bias in favor of generalization-conforming languages. Points
above the line show bias in favor of the language in the typology; points below show
bias in favor of the “flipped” language. Single stress languages have one stress per
word, dual have at most two, iterative & bidirectional have stresses in proportion to
word length. Single stress languages are included to estimate noise. η = 0.1, 1,000
trials, 1,000 iterations each.
case, all languages are learned faithfully: given data from a particular language, a
learner would only produce a grammar exactly consistent with the data provided by
its teacher. The degree to which individual languages differ from this ideal is their
learning error, discussed above. We may also look at what languages are likely to
be produced from particular sources other than the original language. That is, we
ask whether a particular pattern is likely as a failed instance of learning another
pattern. Rafferty et al. (2011) show that in iterated learning models of typology this
is a necessary step: simple error is not sufficient to describe typological trends. This
is the model of iterated learning described in Chapter 1.
Figure 2.2 shows results of this kind. This figure shows the probability of acquiring
a particular language given a particular language as the data source, giving this prob-
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ability as shading. Learning is carried out with a teacher for each of the languages in
the augmented typology described above. The resulting grammar is then compared
with the languages of the typology. The language which receives the maximum like-
lihood5 under the learned grammar is counted as the resulting language. The figure
presents a confusion matrix of these results: the probability that a particular initial
language yields a learned grammar that best describes some particular (potentially
different) language. The columns represent particular starting languages, the rows
particular resulting language, and the darkness of the square the frequency of a result.
The diagonal of this matrix represents faithful learning. The upper-right box repre-
sents “flipped” languages learned as flipped languages. The rectangle below it shows
flipped languages learned as unflipped languages and the one to the left shows un-
flipped languages learned as flipped. Of note is the fact that the former unfaithful box
is comparatively filled and the latter is comparatively empty. That is, mislearning
is more likely to produce generalization-conforming (non-counting) languages than
non-conforming (counting) ones.
It is clear that these flipped languages are not completely impossible to learn in a
single generation. This is as expected given the gradient nature of error in Figure 2.1.
To further probe predictions of typology, iterated learning can be modeled. In such
a model a learner’s final grammar is used to generate data for a second generation
learner, which in turn generates data for a third, and so on. Figure 2.3 shows results
for this kind of learning model. A concentration of probability onto fewer languages
is apparent, with a move particularly away from languages which contradict the non-
counting tendency. Graphically this presents as less faithful learning (on the diagonal)
and some movement away from the boxed tendency-disobeying languages.
5Here the maximum likelihood criterion is used, rather than exact string equality, because result-






















Figure 2.2: Single step learning confusion matrix. Probability of ending at some
language after starting at some (possibly different) language. 500 trials with 10,000
iterations per trial. Lower-left: unflipped language learned as unflipped. Upper-right:
flipped language learned as flipped. Upper-left: unflipped language learned as flipped.
Lower-right: flipped language learned as unflipped. η = 0.1.
A final way of looking at this sort of bias systematically is to calculate the the-
oretical results of iterated learning based on a single instance of learning. To do
this, we take the matrix in Figure 2.2 as representing the probability that a learner
categorically learns a language based on some initial language. We can then calcu-
late the probability of future generations acquiring each language by exponentiating
this matrix (see Chapter 1). This method has the advantage of easily calculating
long-term predictions. A principal disadvantage is that this use of learning prob-
abilities assumes that every language under consideration is necessarily learned as
one of the (possibly distinct) languages in the set and that the learned grammar is






















Figure 2.3: Simulated iterated learning confusion matrix. Probability of ending at
some language after starting at some (possibly different) language estimated over
100 trials. “Flipped” languages are boxed. η = 0.1, 10 generations with 10,000
iterations each. Lower-left: unflipped language learned as unflipped. Upper-right:
flipped language learned as flipped. Upper-left: unflipped language learned as flipped.
Lower-right: flipped language learned as unflipped.
iterated learning without this assumption.6 With this tool in hand, we can calculate
the probability of arriving at an iterative language obeying the primary first tendency
compared with one disobeying it. Figure 2.4 shows these theoretical probabilities over
many generations assuming a uniform initial distribution over languages.7 Despite
an equal number of flipped and unflipped iterative stress languages, the probability
distributed over the unflipped languages is greater. Over time the flipped systems
6Iterated learning simulations were carried out, using the state of the learner at the end of one
instance of learning as the teacher’s state for the next. No substantive results claimed here differed
for these simulations.
7Results are qualitatively similar with other starting distributions such as restricting the starting
languages to iterative stress and/or using the frequencies of the unflipped languages from Heinz
(2007) (the Stress Pattern Database).
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Figure 2.4: Theoretical bias of iterated learning. Probability distributed over all
tendency-conforming iterative languages compared with all tendency disobeying ones.
Calculated from learning results of Figure 2.2. The lines track the probability of
iterative languages contrasted between the top and bottom of those graphs. η = 0.1.
yield probability to the unflipped ones. The frequency of the unflipped patterns does
not increase arbitrarily because they compete with non-iterative systems.
2.2.3 Explaining the bias
In the above sections I have shown that the non-counting bias emerges in learning
stress patterns. The origin of this bias can be better understood through consideration
of violation vectors, the lists of constraint violations characterizing each candidate. A
classic result by Novikoff (1962) gives a convergence guarantee for perceptron learning
when applied to linearly-separable classes. This result shows a link between the
speed of perceptron learning and properties of the vectors considered for classification.
Learning speed decreases when the norm (roughly, the size) of the largest vector under
consideration increases. Speed increases when the margin between vectors in one class
and those in another class increases. this explanation is elaborated in Chapter 1.
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These two considerations apply simply to gradual learning of constraint-based
grammars. The size of the largest vector considered corresponds roughly to the most-
violating candidate that must be considered in learning. That is, the wider the range
of candidates that need to be ruled out or accepted, the slower that learning proceeds.
The margin between vectors corresponds to the distinctiveness of the candidates which
are part of a language from those which are excluded from it. Thus the speed of
learning increases when candidates in a language are all similar to one another (in
terms of violations vectors) in ways in which they are dissimilar to candidates out of
the language. A margin of separation of this type has a role in the optimization work
of Potts et al. (2010) and the adapted perceptron convergence proof for Noisy HG of
Boersma and Pater (2014).
The important criterion for the non-counting tendency is distinctiveness. The
candidates in a tendency-obeying language are generally distinct from the candidates
outside of it. The reason is that primary first languages are more consistent across
word length in their placement of primary stress. The first foot in a directional
parse will be aligned closely with a word edge in a similar or identical way across
different word lengths. If primary stress falls on this foot, constraints referring to
primary stress will be consistently violated (or unviolated) in a way distinct from
candidates outside the language. The strings within a tendency-obeying language are
more consistent than those outside of it: they are distinctive. This distinctiveness
produces the learning bias presented here. The non-counting bias in learning is thus
closely related to an observation by Gordon (2002) that stress patterns placing stress
a uniform distance from the word edge are preferred typologically.
The relationship of this idea of consistency or distinctiveness can be made more
clear by considering two cases: bidirectional stress and primary stress clash. These
two patterns are presented schematically in Table 2.9. Bidirectional stress is the chief

















Table 2.8: Comparison of violation vectors for counting and non-counting versions of
a single secondary stress pattern. Strings from Table 2.2. The non-counting language
has a consistent pattern of violation for AlignHeadLeft, while the counting lan-
guage has no corresponding consistent constraint. All other constraints are omitted
because their violations are exactly the same between the two patterns.
derivational account. The most common sort of bidirectional stress language is like the
one presented—primary stress falls on the “stranded” foot towards which secondary
stress iterates. This aligns with learning results in Figure 2.1—bidirectional stress is
better learned in its more attested form. This follows from consistency of primary
stress placement: such bidirectional systems have extremely uniform primary stress,
while their flipped patterns can vary in primary stress placement.
The other pattern here shows the type of language in which a single instance of
learning predicts a reversal of the primary first tendency—the two languages noted in
§2.2.2 as being on the “counting-preferring” side of the line in Figure 2.1. One such
language is schematized in Table 2.9. This language could be described as right-to-
left trochees tolerating degenerate feet, but primary stress is on the “last” foot (i.e.
the leftmost foot, as the pattern is right-to-left). This language—and its syllable-wise
reversal, left-to-right iambs with degenerate feet and primary stress on the rightmost
foot—are better-learned than their unflipped counterparts with stress on the “first”
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Bidirectional Iterative trochees
Non-counting Counting Reduced σ´ clash Increased σ´ clash
(σ´σ) (σ´σ) (σ´σ) (σ´σ)
(σ´σ)σ (σ´σ)σ (σ`)(σ´σ) (σ´)(σ`σ)
(σ´σ)(σ`σ) (σ`σ)(σ´σ) (σ`σ)(σ´σ) (σ´σ)(σ`σ)
(σ´σ)σ(σ`σ) (σ`σ)σ(σ´σ) (σ`)(σ`σ)(σ´σ) (σ´)(σ`σ)(σ`σ)
(σ´σ)(σ`σ)(σ`σ) (σ`σ)(σ`σ)(σ´σ) (σ`σ)(σ`σ)(σ´σ) (σ´σ)(σ`σ)(σ`σ)
(σ´σ)σ(σ`σ)(σ`σ) (σ`σ)σ(σ`σ)(σ´σ) (σ`)(σ`σ)(σ`σ)(σ´σ) (σ´)(σ`σ)(σ`σ)(σ`σ)
Table 2.9: Two important cases for the non-counting bias. Bidirectional stress is
best learned in the better-attested non-counting form, with the primary stress foot
consistently placed. For the iterative case, the system with increased primary stress
clash (bolded) is learned better, but is less attested. Both iterative systems are non-
counting.
(i.e. rightmost) foot. These patterns have clash between a primary stress and a
secondary stress. As noted, these languages have increased primary/secondary stress
clash compared with their unflipped alternative. Such languages are uncommon, as
noted by e.g. Kager (2001). They are potentially perceptually problematic—the
two stresses must be correctly perceived as two stresses of different types. However,
they are very consistent: primary stress always falls in exactly the same position
with respect to the word edge. In fact, these languages are not really counting. No
reference is needed to word length in order to assign primary stress. As such, the
nature of the bias in learning is unaltered. These languages are very rare but attested,
for example South Conchucos Quechua (Hintz, 2006). Here perceptual and formal
biases are in tension: the existence of such perceptually dispreferred languages may
be due to their advantages in learning.
As a final point on this bias, it is important to realize that the constraint set is
crucial to explaining learning results. The results here largely do not depend on the
particular constraint set assumed and hold across a variety of assumptions. However,
that does not mean that all constraint sets exhibit a bias toward non-counting primary
stress. The constraint set must allow the learner to be biased by the regularity of
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Figure 2.5: Learning bias in with Gordon constraint set. Points above the line show
bias in favor of the language in the typology; points below show bias in favor of the
“flipped” language. η = 0.1, 100 trials, 1,000 iterations each.
stress with respect to the word edge. The constraints proposed by Gordon (2002)
for quantity-insensitive stress do not include a constraint that controls the position
of primary stress relative to an edge. Instead, primary stress is placed according
to an end rule (Prince, 1983) constraint over secondary stresses.8 This leaves this
constraint set without a way in which to represent consistency in primary stress
placement, meaning that the bias is not predicted for such constraints. This result
is demonstrated in Figure 2.5, corresponding otherwise exactly with Figure 2.1. The
error of this learner does not distinguish flipped languages from unflipped ones. Thus
with such a constraint set no account of this bias can be made with learning.
8Gordon limits his factorial typology to rankings with consistent use of directionality across con-
straints. I include both left- and right-oriented constraints in the simulations described. This is
a possibility admitted by Gordon and it is more suitable to the learning algorithm used. How-
ever, this prevents the resulting typological model from echoing some of Gordon’s target categorical
generalizations.
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σσσσσ σσσσσ σσσσσ σσσσσ σσσσσ
“One-syllable” σσσσσ´ σσσσσ´ σσσσσ´ σσσσσ´ σσσσσ´
Two-syllable σσσσσ´ σσσσ´σ σσσσσ´ σσσσσ´ σσσσσ´
Three-syllable σσσσσ´ σσσσ´σ σσσ´σσ σσσσσ´ σσσσσ´
Four-syllable σσσσσ´ σσσσ´σ σσσ´σσ σσ´σσσ σσσσσ´
Table 2.10: Examples of window stress systems. If the designated property (under-
line) is within the window it is matched by surface stress. Otherwise default stress
results. The default assumed here and throughout is edgemost.
2.3 Frequency and gaps: stress window size
In the preceding section I consider only attested quantity-insensitive stress systems
and their flipped counterparts. These are not the only sort of stress systems which
can benefit from a probabilistic, learning-based approach. In this section I consider
stress window systems: languages in which stress is required to fall within a given
number of syllables from an edge, but in which the choice of which particular syllable
is made based on some other property of the syllables or word. This property might
be quantity (weight), sonority, or lexically marked stress. In general I will refer
to this property as a designated property, without theoretical commitment to its
representational interpretation.
In my discussion of stress windows, I exclude a type of language exemplified by
Axininca. Axininca (Payne, 1990; Hayes, 1995) main stress exhibits something very
close to the kind of windows discussed. In this language, feet are left-to-right iambic
and stress is nonfinal. Main stress is placed on one of the last two feet, whichever is
heavier. This means that there is maximally a four-syllable window at the word edge
in which stress can occur, determined by weight (Table 2.11). However, the manner
of stress assignment is distinct from more general windows: the full window effect is
only obtained when other factors allow. Instead of a four-syllable window, Axininca
could perhaps be better thought of as a two-foot window. These types of cases are




Table 2.11: Schematic view of Axininca main stress. Choice between final or penul-
timate foot, combined with nonfinality, creates apparent “four-syllable window.”
Window type Count
Final two syllables 82 e.g. Yapese (Jensen et al., 1977)
Final three syllables 38 e.g. Piraha˜ (Everett and Everett, 1984)
Initial two syllables 39 e.g. Malayalam (Asher and Kumari, 1997)
Initial three syllables 1 e.g. Comanche (Smalley, 1953)
Table 2.12: Typological counts for window stress from StressTyp. Adapted from
Kager (2012, ex. 22). Counts are collapsed across types of designated property and
the position of default stress.
Stress windows show several marked asymmetries. The generalization of most
theoretical relevance is the maximum size of windows. Languages which constrain
stress sensitive to a designated property to a single syllable from the edge are ex-
tensionally equivalent to the amply-attested initial and final stress. Larger two- and
three-syllable windows are well known. Despite this, no four-syllable window systems
are known. Any full account of stress typology should deal with this absence.
Within attested windows, two facts are apparent. First, for a given size, windows
are better-attested on the right edge than the left. This generalization perhaps echoes
the dominance of penultimate stress over peninitial stress (see e.g. Gordon, 2002).
Second, for a given word edge two-syllable windows are better-attested than three-
syllable ones.
The relationship between window size and frequency is not surprising given the
statistics of learning. As the size of a window increases, larger and larger words are
needed to detect it. For example, a four-syllable window requires words of five and
more syllables before it is distinguishable from a truly unbounded stress sensitive to
designated properties. This fact alone limits possibilities for large windows—natural
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linguistic data is not rich in long words in most languages, restricting the possible
range of patterns even in principle (Hammond, 1991).9
As noted by Prince (1993, p. 12), the learning problem in a weighted grammat-
ical model also makes larger windows more difficult to acquire. As window length
increases, a narrower and narrower range of weights describes a pattern. Analogously,
the mutual reliability of stress data degrades as window size increases. With short
lengths, most strings surface as some default pattern, leaving only a small excluded
class to be learned semi-independently. With large window size, in contrast, much
surface data will be fully specified by a designated property. In such a situation, the
learner receives data which does not support a particular window size, resulting in
slower learning. This is analogous to the discussion of distinguishability in Chapter
1. The learner has two subpatterns to learn—default stress and sensitivity to a des-
ignated property. Learning is difficult when these two subpatterns are numerically
equivocal.
Under a learning-based account of the frequency of window sizes, the absence of
four-syllable windows (and larger) is potentially surprising. Legendre et al. (2006)
point out that a simple Harmonic Grammar system with alignment constraints can
model stress windows of arbitrary length, arguing that this sort of prediction poses a
problem for the use of HG in typological prediction. Pater (2014), following Prince,
contends that the learning problems posed by larger windows could explain the dis-
connect, but this is not a complete explanation. Even if four-syllable windows are
unlikely, they are not necessarily impossible within an HG-like system that incor-
porates learning. It is therefore necessary to understand why these systems which
are predicted to be only uncommon are completely absent. I show that this absence
9Short words tend to be much more frequent than long words, offering a tentative approach the
frequency of short windows. However, in additional simulations the learning bias attributable to
frequency was found to be numerically dominated by the reliability bias approach presented here.
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is plausibly an accidental gap, given simulated results for iterated learning. Impor-
tantly, these languages are learnable to some degree, but their iterated transmission
across generations is unstable. This solution to learning is not entirely unique: Pater
(2009, fn. 9), for example, suggests a fixed margin required of all successful gram-
mars. My account has the advantage of explicitly modeling theorized connections
between learning and typology.
Such learning results are valuable because the (ostensibly) maximal three-syllable
window poses difficulty for both HG and OT. In HG the problem is overprediction—it
can model windows that are larger than those observed in languages of the world.
However, OT has a problem of underprediction—the three-syllable window itself is
not readily generated in typical OT constraint sets (Kager, 2012). Just as in §2.2,
incorporating learning into typological prediction can improve a model’s fit to the
observed counts of language types.
2.3.1 Stress window simulations
Simulations showing bias in stress windows follow roughly the same form as those
in the previous section. A MaxEnt learner is repeatedly exposed to data from the
typology and its resulting error or final language is recorded. This gives a measure of
bias on both single-step and typological bases. The foot-based alignment constraint
set in §2.1.2 is used again.
The languages of interest are those which most simply demonstrate window size.
These languages place stress on a syllable bearing a designated property within a
window and on the edge otherwise. This is not necessarily the most common default
(in fact, this is not likely). In these simulations, the learners only receive strings with
a single designated property or with no designated property. In addition, the relevant
effects are observable with just a single stress, so only such candidates are included.
These simplifications mean that the full range of window stress patterns, especially
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including variation in the frequency of patterns of default stress in window systems
(Kager, 2012), is not modeled. However, this means that relevant languages are easily
comparable.
The typology used for testing includes: fixed stress one to eight syllables from the
edge (left or right) and window stress two to eight syllables from the edge (left or
right). In the figures below, the eight left-counting fixed stress languages are followed
by eight right-counting fixed stress, then the left and right windows. Within these
groupings, the relevant syllable count increases moving rightward.
Figure 2.6 shows bias in learning outcomes. Fixed systems of count one and
two (initial, final, peninitial, and penultimate) are learned faithfully. Larger fixed
systems are mislearned as opposite-edge stress—e.g. pre-antepenultimate stress is
mislearned as initial. These fixed systems do not interact with the window systems—
window stress is not mislearned as fixed, and vice versa. Window stress shows more
diffuse learning—higher syllable-count languages are learned unfaithfully, but are not
consistently learned as one thing or another.
The directionality of these biases can be exposed, as in the previous section,
by exponentiating the transition probability matrix. Figure 2.7 shows the 100th
power of Figure 2.6. The near-categorical outcomes of fixed stress do not change
considerably. Stress windows, however, consolidate probability toward lower syllable
counts. Here two-syllable windows are learned faithfully, while larger windows are
learned predominantly as three- or four-syllable windows.
This consolidation effect increases across successive generations. Figure 2.8 shows
the relative probability of each window length taken over the window stress languages
in general. Direction can be safely ignored here due to the symmetry of the constraint
set in alignment. Windows larger than size three rapidly lose their share of the
total probability. In this simulation, three-syllable windows gain an early boost to
























Figure 2.6: Single step learning confusion matrix. Probability of ending at some
language after starting at some (possibly different) language. Within each labeled
category, number of syllables in the window increases to the right. η = 0.1, 2,500
trials per language, 2,500 iterations each.
The early rise of three-syllable windows is due to their role as a transitional state
between larger windows and smaller ones. Windows of length four to eight will
necessarily pass through three-syllable windows, even if ultimately arriving at a two-
syllable state. These large windows are given equal probability to small sizes, inflating
the three-syllable probability. The added level of scrutiny made possible by this kind
of size-based generalization shows the bias generated by the (probably unreasonable)
uniform starting distribution. In any case, the long-term dynamics are as expected.
These effects do not depend on the starting distribution.10
10An iterated learning simulation starting from random strings predicts similar effects without an
initial bias toward three-syllable windows. This is the methodology employed by e.g. Theisen et al.
























Figure 2.7: Simulated iterated learning confusion matrix. Probability of ending at
some language after starting at some (possibly different) language estimated over 100
trials. Within each labeled category, number of syllables in the window increases to
the right. η = 0.1, 2,500 trials per language, 2,500 iterations each.
2.3.2 Explaining typological tendencies
These simulations give credence to the typological explanations proposed above.
Short windows are more common typologically and are predicted to be so by such a
model of learning. These types of windows give greater reliability on learning data
across a range of word forms—a property reflected in relative learnability. This in-
creased reliability is shown in Table 2.13. These tables depict the patterns of violation
of Align incurred by a window stress system of this type. As the window size in-
creases, a greater number of possible levels of violation need to be accounted for. This
relative lack of reliability fails to distinguish such a large window system from many
of its “neighboring” stress systems, yielding slower learning.
The question of maximal window size is less clear. These models do indeed predict
some number of four-syllable windows, as shown in Figure 2.9. However, the predicted
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Alignment of designated property
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Syllables Align violations
2 0 1
3 0 1 0
4 0 1 0 0
5 0 1 0 0 0
6 0 1 0 0 0 0
7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
(a) Patterns of violation of
Align with a same-edge
default two-syllable win-
dow.
Alignment of designated property
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Syllables Align violations
2 0 1
3 0 1 2
4 0 1 2 0
5 0 1 2 0 0
6 0 1 2 0 0 0
7 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
8 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
(b) Patterns of violation of
Align with a same-edge
default three-syllable win-
dow.
Alignment of designated property
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Syllables Align violations
2 0 1
3 0 1 2
4 0 1 2 3
5 0 1 2 3 0
6 0 1 2 3 0 0
7 0 1 2 3 0 0 0
8 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0
(c) Patterns of violation of
Align with a same-edge
default four-syllable win-
dow.
Table 2.13: Patterns of violations of Align across window sizes. As the size increases,
the amount of variability in violation also increases. The columns indicate potential
positions for a designated property within a word. The rows give different word sizes.
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Figure 2.8: Dominance of small windows in predicted iterated learning. Proportion
of stress windows taken up by a certain size across predicted generations. Calculated
from learning results of Figure 2.6. η = 0.1.
probability of such a system is not necessarily high. This figure shows the predicted
counts of various types of window stress, fitting the exponent of the predicted iterated
learning to the data. Here the exponent was optimized by grid search from 1 to 10,000.
With such a model, the expected number of four-syllable windows in a review such
as the one Kager (2012) presents is 1.6. Due to the integer nature of count data, this
prediction would be satisfied by only a single observation of a four-syllable window
on either the left or right edge.
Is this prediction a success? This difference—a predicted one where a zero is
observed—is difficult to evaluate statistically with an uninformative prior.11 However,
we can see that the observed data is highly consistent with the model. Although
the fitted model predicts a value of one as most likely (32.69% probability), the
11We would essentially need to encode expectations about the probability of particular zeros. This
is precisely the sort of tendency that is intended to be emergent in this approach.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of predicted frequencies with typology (numbers from Kager,
2012). Counts sum over left and right windows. Exponent 1,664 chosen by minimizing
sum squared error with data.
observed zero count is by no means unlikely (20.60% probability).12 This is reassuring,
but evaluation of the model based on the observation is less certain. This sort of
issue is expected in a model in which learning predicts typology. In a traditional
generative framework, typological gaps come in two types: accidental, and principled.
The former are possible human languages which, for reasons of contingent historical
accident, happen not to exist. The latter, in contrast, could not be human languages
no matter what historical circumstances. Adding frequency subdivides the problem of
gaps even further. These models can still predict zero frequencies if a pattern is simply
not representable by a learner—categorical generalizations about typology are still
possible. Thus principled gaps carry over in a simple way. However, frequency models
12Probabilities based on the resulting count for four-syllable windows in 10,000,000 random sam-
ples from a multinomial distribution with count equal to the size of the typology and probabilities
equal to the model predictions.
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will also predict small but non-zero probabilities for many patterns. If such a low
probability language does not exist, this is not a simple “accident”—such situations
are likely and expected under the model. The evaluation of a model rests on statistical
measures of its accuracy, not just simple predictions about attestation or absence.
Under this metric, the model succeeds at predicting a sufficient gap in probability
between the likely two- and three-syllable patterns and the unlikely four-syllable one.
These simulations thus provide validation for a learning-based approach to ex-
plaining much of the tendencies in window stress typology. The frequency results
are not obtainable with a traditional generative model, adding support for this kind
of explanation. A low predicted probability for absent languages, in turn, addresses
a criticism (Legendre et al., 2006) of Harmonic Grammar-like models—and quite
likely other models which seemingly “overpredict” by allowing languages which are
conceivable but difficult to learn.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have presented several uses of a learning-based model of fre-
quency in the typology of stress. Such models predict relative levels of attestation for
stress languages on the basis of the distinctiveness of representations and the mutual
reinforcement of stress data. These types of biases may be extracted from learning
models in many ways; here I have focused on two: comparison of residual error and
theoretical analyses of learning outcomes. The former gives a fairly direct measure
of the relative speed of learning for different languages or patterns. The latter is
useful in generation predicted typological counts, giving an estimate of the long-term
probabilities of particular languages within a given set. This approach simplifies
and exemplifies, but does not replace, models and experiments involving more direct
measures of iterated learning.
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I demonstrated the utility of such models of frequency using two problems in
stress typology. The first problem, a correlation between parsing “direction” and
primary stress location, highlights the ability of a learning-based model to make
predictions even when the underlying grammatical framework does not. Languages
in which primary stress does not depend on secondary stress or syllable count are
more learnable due to their consistent representation—there is no need to exclude
tendency-disobeying languages despite their infrequent occurrence. Such learning re-
sults require a suitable representation—here one with syllable-counting constraints
referring to primary stress—thus forming an additional source of evidence for gram-
matical hypotheses. The second domain explored is window stress. There are distinct
biases for small stress windows, including a typological gap above three syllables. I
demonstrated that a learning-based model can account for these biases—again with-
out forbidding infrequent patterns. The results on window stress show again that
a learning account may address theoretical issues of overprediction—here problems
arising from Harmonic Grammar’s ability to count out arbitrarily large windows.
The kind of learning-based model presented here cannot hope to explain all fre-
quency tendencies in typology. In this chapter I discussed only tendencies emerging
from the mathematical structure of representations, not the phonetic substance. This
is potentially the reason for some of the anomalies illuminated in both types of stress
pattern. In §2.2.3 I suggest that the relative absence of patterns forming clashes at
an edge with primary stress—despite their apparent formal learnability—might be
due to perceptual problems with such patterns. Similarly, the inability of the window
stress model to account for left/right asymmetries might owe credit to an external
source of asymmetry between word edges. This kind of approach is explored, applied
to nonfinality pressures, in the next chapter. Even these concerns do not exhaust
the pressures on numerical typology. Languages do not simply grow “easier” over
time. This is explained in part due to the probabilistic nature of learning: some-
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times a failure to learn can make a language “harder,” just by chance. However,
this ignores more structured forces adding complexity to languages—borrowing, for
example. These concerns are shared with categorical studies of typology. Despite the
varied possible sources of bias on typology, this work lays out the potential power
of considering learning itself as an immediate pressure on prediction, focusing on
predictions arising from otherwise-motivated models of linguistic typology.
This work shows that taking learning seriously goes a long way toward accounting
for frequency tendencies in typology. A grammatical theory—even a categorical one—
plus a learning theory automatically yield a theory of typology in which learning biases
can affect relative attestation. Here I focus on one particular grammatical framework
(MaxEnt) and one particular learning algorithm (SGA), but the point is general.
A learning theory is needed in any case, so considering frequency in this way adds
no genuinely independent complexity to the system. Learning algorithms explicitly
designed with this goal in mind (e.g. Riggle, 2008) will do well by a frequency-based
criterion—but results presented here show that this is not obviously a necessary design
feature. Ultimately, breaking down the wall separating grammatical formalisms from
their learning yields a richer and more natural theory of language.
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CHAPTER 3
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN LEARNING AND
EXTRA-GRAMMATICAL BIASES
3.1 Introduction
The preceding chapters deal with biases that emerge from grammatical represen-
tations in the form of a Maximum Entropy constraint set. In this chapter, I consider
biases that originate in properties external to that representation, focusing on a per-
ceptual interpretation of nonfinality.
There are a number of ways in which stress typology is asymmetrical. Trochaic
feet are more common than iambic ones. Penultimate and antepenultimate stress are
well-attested, but peninitial and postpeninitial stress are much less so (e.g. Gordon,
2002). Left-to-right and right-to-left versions of otherwise identical patterns are not
equally attested. These asymmetries are crucially directional: a sequence of stressed
and unstressed syllables is differently attested when those syllables count from the
left as opposed to when they count from the right. In this chapter I pursue a number
of these biases with the goal of reducing them to a single fact about stress: the
dispreference for stress on final syllables.
This type of directionality is different from the correlation discussed in Chapter
2 between the direction of secondary stress and the placement of primary stress. In
that instance, the bias is toward primary stress systems placed in a particular place
with respect to secondary stress. The directionality of secondary stress determines
primary stress probabilistically in the typology, but that does not imply that sec-
ondary stress has its own absolute direction determined by learning biases. Indeed, in
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the simulations presented in that chapter, no distinction is made between a pattern
which proceeds left-to-right and one which proceeds right-to-left, so long as primary
stress falls in the same location with respect to secondary stress in both instances.
In general, the biases of the previous chapters reflect a view of stress in which left
is the same as right. This is fundamentally not the case, both in the actual observed
typology of stress and in the demonstrated biases of human perception. This is to
be expected: phonological strings are perceived, at least in part, in the single linear
direction of increasing time. It would be surprising, at least, if the demands of this
temporal extension on perception and production did not have any effect on stress
languages. However, these numerical biases cannot emerge from learning alone in a
constraint set that lacks directional biases. The abstract analyses of learning cares
only for representations of stress forms, not their temporal properties. Thus any
prediction for a leftward pattern must be true of the rightward reversed pattern—
unless there exists at least one constraint which treats these types of strings differently
and lacks a symmetrical counterpart.
One strategy to address numerical biases of directionality would therefore be to
add symmetry-breaking elements to the constraint set, such as Nonfinality with
no corresponding Noninitiality. Individual constraints which are non-symmetrical
are abundant, both in proposals on Con and in the preceding simulations. For exam-
ple, alignment constraints obviously treat leftward and rightward strings in distinct
manners—that is their principal purpose. However, if an alignment constraint to
the right edge and an equivalent one for the left edge are both assumed, learning
can use either of these symmetrically and the typological effects will be symmetrical.
Nonfinality differs in that it penalizes strings with final stress, but no constraint
penalizing initial stress is necessarily assumed. This kind of asymmetry is by no
means unique—for example, constraints on onsets routinely differ from constraints
on codas.
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I show that such a solution offers an effective model of a number of these biases,
but I argue that this theory is incomplete. There are good reasons to believe that
constraints like Nonfinality are supported by pressures in (for example) percep-
tion and production (e.g. Gordon, 2000; Lunden, 2006). It would be desirable to
explain typological biases in a way that connects with these extra-grammatical, semi-
independent pressures. However, these factors do not in themselves tell the whole
story: a particular perceptual bias might say that e.g. final stress is “weak,” but that
does not explain the resulting effect on what is actually found in the typology. To
do this, a theory of learning is needed. A learning theory can explain why particular
alternatives are likely in the face of difficulties in perception and production, and thus
why particular “solutions” to these problems predominate.
In this chapter, I consider alternative interpretations of a nonfinality effect on the
quality of input data. These include modeling this effect as additional “noise” on the
final syllable.
3.2 Typological statistics of directional stress asymmetries
It is first necessary to establish the place of nonfinality as a pressure on stress typol-
ogy. This is a part of the larger goal of understanding leftward/rightward asymmetries
in the numerical typology. Though related, a claim for nonfinality as a typological
influence is not exactly the same as a claim for its place among the constraints of
Con, represented as Nonfinality.1 It is not as such crucial whether Nonfinality
is needed to represent particular languages in the typology; instead, the question is
whether languages on the whole tend to stress strings in obedience of such a putative
constraint.
1Throughout, nonfinality in typical case denotes the typological pressure (possibly phonetic) on
typology. Nonfinality in small caps denotes a particular constraint.
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This question is not trivial. Languages are not typically wholly nonfinal or wholly
final in their stress. Indeed, monosyllables offer an abundant counterexample: even
many languages which typically do not allow final stress allow it in when final position
is the only option available. More broadly, languages may override an apparent desire
for nonfinality in favor of higher-ranked constraints, resulting in stress that is final
or not depending on word length or the quantity of various syllables (see e.g. Prince
and Smolensky, 1993/2004, Ch. 4).
Despite these difficulties, to examine the overall asymmetry of stress patterns at
edges of the word, we must find some way to summarize the typology. Here I use
Heinz’s 2007 Stress Pattern Database as the sample for which to compute statistics.
For 95 of the 109 patterns, Heinz’s string generator was used to give all possible stress
patterns from length two to length eight.2 The strings generated included all possible
weight distinctions of consequence to the languages.
Twelve n-gram properties of these strings were computed to summarize the di-
rectional asymmetries at edges, each of value 1 or 0. These are shown in Table 3.1.
These features allow the discovery of asymmetries in basic patterns of one or two
syllables on either edge of the word, abstracting away from the primary/secondary
distinction and all weight distinctions.
For each language, the average value of these features was computed. In the
calculation of an average, every assignment of a designated property to a given word
size was taken to be equal to every other. Thus the average is an average over word
shape types. Two perspectives were taken to the problem of word size. In the first,
type frequency alone was used—equivalently, word size was uniformly distributed. In
the second, word size was taken to decrease exponentially (base 2) with word length.
213 languages were excluded because they did not generate with the tool used. These were
languages with parentheses in their descriptions—no systematic bias should be expected from this
exclusion. Piraha˜ was excluded due to the computational time required to generate all strings.
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n-gram Description
#0 Stressless first syllable





0# Stressless final syllable (nonfinality)





Table 3.1: Edge n-grams used to summarize typology.
Each set of features was weighted by the frequency of that stress pattern in Heinz’s
Stress Pattern Database. Put another way, the feature list for each language is the
probability-weighted sum of the lists for each word length, which are in turn the raw
means of each word shape of the corresponding length.
In Figures 3.1a and 3.1b, these averages are compared with assumed “chance”
values. Chance here is as predicted by uniformly random stress assignment to syl-
lables: 0.5 for single-syllable patterns on word edges, 0.25 for two-syllable patterns.
This assumption is somewhat implausible: first, stress probability is influenced by
adjacent context, as we well know; second, if a language is required to have at least
one stress per word, this further influences chance assumptions. However, this view
of the chance rate of stress assignment suffices on a coarse level.
Comparisons are marked as significant if there is a probability less than criterion
that the difference between the observed frequency and chance includes 0.0, calculated
by 10,000 bootstrap resamplings of the data. Comparisons are made for each of the 12
features for two distribution assumptions, with six additional pairwise comparisons.
Significance is therefore indicated at α = 0.05, so the Bonferroni-corrected two-tailed




) = 8.3× 10−4.
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(a) Assuming only the type frequency for distinct word lengths.
#0 #1 #00 #01 #10 #11 0# 1# 00# 01# 10# 11#











































(b) Frequency of word lengths assumed to be exponentially decreasing.
Figure 3.1: Frequency of n-gram patterns relative to chance in the languages of
Heinz (2007). Error bars indicate 95% interquartile range of bootstrap. See text for
discussion of chance and significance.
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We can focus attention further on features which are significant under both dis-
tributional assumptions and which deviate from chance in the same direction for
both sets of tests. These n-gram features are shown in Table 3.2. This table shows
a particular n-gram that is found to be significant in the statistical test and gives
its deviation from chance. For example, initial falls are trigrams involving the left
edge, a stress, and an unstressed syllable. This trigram deviates significantly from
chance, being higher than expected. It is therefore favored. In contrast, initial clash
is disfavored.
n-gram Description Tendency relative to chance
#10 Initial fall favored
#11 Initial clash disfavored
0# Stressless final syllable favored
1# Stressed final syllable disfavored
10# Final fall favored
11# Final clash disfavored
Table 3.2: Edge n-grams significant under both assumptions with equal directions of
deviations from chance.
Some of these comparisons point toward typical phonological observations. For
example, clash is disfavored on either edge but stressless edge syllables seem to be
preferred on the right edge. To take this further, it is necessary to compare the average
proportions of words with these features on the left edge with their counterparts on
the right. This comparison is shown in Figures 3.2a and 3.2b. Significance was
determined as before.
A single stressed or unstressed syllable on the word edge is relatively favored sig-
nificantly under both distributional assumptions. On the left edge, stress is favored.
On the right, stressless syllables are favored. These two trends both have theoreti-
cal representations as, for example, Nonfinality(Syllable) and InitialGridmark
(Hyde, 2008), respectively.
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(a) Assuming only the type frequency for distinct word lengths.
0 1 00 01 10 11









































(b) Frequency of word lengths assumed to be exponentially decreasing.
Figure 3.2: Frequency of n-gram patterns at the left edge of a word compared to the
right. Positive difference indicate a bias for the left edge, negative differences for the
right. Bars indicate 95% interquartile range of bootstrap. See text for discussion of
chance and significance.
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These two features are correlated. In a linear regression predicting initial stress
from final stresslessness(within all strings analyzed for the Stress Pattern Database
languages, the coefficient is significant for both the uniform distribution (Estimate:
0.48, p < 0.05, r2 = .22) and exponential (Estimate: 0.69, p < 0.05, r2 = .54).
These results suggest that asymmetries between the right and left edge are real.
In principle, the underlying factor driving this difference could be left edge bias,
right edge bias, or both. Due to the statistical tradeoff between the two edges, it is
more parsimonious to—initially, at least—pursue an account in which only one of the
trends is actively motivated, explaining the other as its secondary consequence. In
the following section I discuss some reasons to believe that nonfinality is perceptually
motivated and thus should be added first to the account of numerical typology.
3.3 Motivations for nonfinality
Several accounts have been given for the origins of nonfinality as a typological
pressure or phonological constraint. I discuss three of these in turn.
3.3.1 Tonal crowding
Gordon (2000) (following Hyman, 1985) proposes that Nonfinality the con-
straint and nonfinality the pressure on languages both arise from an effort to avoid
tonal crowding. He observes that many languages possess final boundary tones. Ini-
tial boundaries are, in contrast, less common and (perhaps) less dramatic. In a
language that has a final tone marking a phrase-level prosodic boundary, he reasons,
a word-final stress should be undesirable. In such a case, the final phrasal boundary
tone and the tonal associate of stress will be pressed to the same syllable, resulting
in a contour tone. There is an apparent cross-linguistic preference to avoid contour
tones (i.e. distinct tonal targets on a single syllable), and thus there should be a
preference to avoid an overlap between final stress and phrase boundary tones.
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This account drives the typology of stress with something outside the immediate
grammatical mechanisms responsible for stress assignment, placing responsibility on
the typology of tonal boundary marking. While it does indeed appear that final
boundary tones are more common, this in itself is not explained. Thus the explanatory
onus is simply pushed higher in the prosodic hierarchy. However, this is not in itself a
problem for the account. More problematic (as Gordon notes) would be if there were
no correlation between boundary type/location and nonfinality. However, even this
need not be an issue if the general perceptual pressure yields a universal constraint
Nonfinality and no Noninitiality.
Another issue with this account is that it assumes stress is principally tonal in
nature. There are many correlates of stress, with seemingly none of them shared by
all languages. This reliance is therefore troubling, though not damning.
3.3.2 Clash avoidance
A second explanation for nonfinality is the avoidance of clash (Gordon, 2000;
Karvonen, 2008). This approach is more internal to stress assignment, relying only
on the distribution of other stresses. The fundamental observations are that clash
is dispreferred cross-linguistically and that it is not necessarily word-bounded. Final
stresses will create clashes with following initial stresses, while penultimate stress
can never do this (Tables 3.3 and 3.4). There is a general pressure for stresses to
be close to edges, either for demarcation or—as discussed in previous chapters—for
learnability reasons. This account thus frames the typology as “edgemost if no clash,
else next edgemost.”
Clash Clash avoided by nonfinality
σσ`#σ`σ σ`σ#σ`σ
σσ`σσ`σσ`#σ`σσ σ`σσ`σσ`σ#σ`σσ
Table 3.3: Nonfinality removes clash with following initial stress.
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Clash from finality Clash from nonfinality
σσ`σσ`#σ` σ`σσ`σ#σ`
σ`#σσ`σσ` σ`#σ`σσ`σ
Table 3.4: Nonfinality can create clash with preceding final stress.
This account is attractive in particular due to monosyllables. These words will—if
stressed at all—always have initial stress. Therefore any word obeying nonfinality and
preceding a monosyllable will avoid clash. Short words are overwhelmingly abundant
in stress data, and so this seems like a potential large markedness savings. Where
the account falters in this respect, however, is when we consider preceding words. A
final-stress form such as a monosyllable preceding a form obeying nonfinality can have
clash across boundaries. In the typically common disyllables, penultimate stress is
equivalent to initial stress. It will therefore clash with any preceding final stress.
This conflict can only be arbitrated by the relative frequency of final and initial
stresses. If initial stress is more common than final, the clash account will come out
in favor of nonfinality. This is exactly what we observed in the preceding statistical
analysis. However, this is then an account of nonfinality in terms of initiality—the
question regresses to why initiality should be common.
3.3.3 Final lengthening
A third type of explanation for nonfinality is based in a phonetic effect unique
to final position: final lengthening (Lunden, 2006). This approach echoes the tonal
crowding account, using length rather than tone. Final position is subject to near-
universal phonetic lengthening for at least some levels of prosody (e.g. Oller, 2005).
The final syllable will be longer than a similar syllable elsewhere in the word, all else
being equal. This being the case, the final syllable might not be a good host for stress
cue; the lengthening from stress would be difficult to separate from the lengthening
due to position.
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This account has the advantage that it attaches the asymmetry to an established
asymmetry in production, namely final lengthening. Final lengthening itself requires
explanation, but this is not an added burden. Similar to Gordon’s approach, the
account has little to say about stress systems in which length is not an important
cue.
3.3.4 Summary
These three accounts have very different ways of approaching nonfinality. How-
ever, each is an attempt to connect a nonfinality pressure to something outside the
immediate auspices of stress and its assignment. All these approaches share something
else: they determine something undesirable about final stress, but do not necessarily
determine the alternative to such systems. That is, though they state what should
be avoided, there is no immediate answer to the question of what should be done
instead. Superficially, this is similar to concepts like markedness constraints in OT.
However, the impact and consequences of these constraints are understood in the
wider framework of an OT grammar; what is lacking in these phonetic explanations
is such a framework.
In the next section I elaborate models incorporating learning and types of non-
finality biases based on Nonfinality and accounts such as those based in tonal
crowding and final lengthening. These simulations offer insight into the connection
between biases on individual syllable stressedness and the frequency of stress patterns
reflecting these biases. I show that such methods allow concrete exploration of the
options open to a learner subjected to a disfavored final stress.
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3.4 Nonfinality as external bias on learning
3.4.1 Simulating nonfinality
In this chapter I discuss two distinct types of approach to modeling a nonfinality
bias on learning and typology: biases based on assumptions about constraints and
biases based on assumptions about the quality of input data.
The simplest type of assumption about constraints concerns whether a given type
of constraint is contained within Con or not. This is the typical modus operandi
of categorical typological predictions, and can extend reasonably to predicting fre-
quencies. For nonfinality, these types of assumptions concern what constraints are
available that penalizes stress near word edges. These could be Nonfinality refer-
ring to syllables or to feet, or Noninitiality echoing these constraints at the left
edge. Further afield, such constraints could be assumed to differ in their relative
starting weights or learning rates.
These approaches at best indirectly encode intuitions drawn from the possible ori-
gins of a nonfinality effect. Indeed, this is a concern with OT constraints in general—
even if their putative phonetic motivations are clear, the relationship between such
grounding and their formal status is unclear (but see Hayes, 1999; Smith, 2004, on
formalizing phonetic grounding). These concerns motivate the examination of the
other class of biases, based instead in attempts to model the origin of the effect itself.
Here I simplify the theories of nonfinality effects, abstracting them to a simple
notion that there is some bias for stress to be missed—or ignored—by the learner
when it would create final stress forms. This bias has a natural interpretation within
the learning framework discussed in this work: input data, normally sampled from
the teacher and provided to the learner, is not always given to that learner unaltered.
Instead, the “channel” affects the learner’s simulated perception of the form, giving
it non-veridical forms as targets for learning.
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In the most straightforward interpretation, strings passed to the learner with final
stress have that stress removed. Such a change can affect the ease of learning while
still permitting, for example, a fixed final stress language in some constraint sets. For
example, the n-gram set discussed in Chapter 1 can encode the occasional misper-
ceived string as “erroneous” weight on a final n-gram lacking stress. This is not true,
however, for constraint sets such as the foot-based one pursued in Chapter 2. Most
constraints on feet and stress cannot be violated in the absence of any foot structure.
For a destressed final stress datum to be informative, then, the misperception must
not only remove stress, but also place it in a new location.
The correct position for misperceived stress is not immediately obvious. As the
most neutral approach, stress could be randomly reassigned to any unstressed syllable
of the form in misperception. In an approach grounded more closely in, for example,
the tonal crowding account of nonfinality, final stress could be misperceived as stress
on the penult instead. Finally, in the presence of final stress, the learner could
choose to disregard the input and instead learn on the output of its own grammar,
consolidating on its already-accrued information about its target language. This
choice turns out to not be crucial in most cases. Most words are short, so reassignment
of stress—if non-vacuous—will very often shift stress from the final syllable to the
penult. This is because in short words there are few (or no) other options. In the
following, I consider each of these options. These three types of bias simulation are
explicated in Figure 3.3.
There is some support for these kinds of pressures in synchronic phonology. For
example, Axininca (McCarthy and Prince, 1993b, pp. 159–160) exhibits a pattern
similar to the “penult” method of stress reassignment. Axininca stress is left-to-right
iambic. However, stress cannot be final. Thus in (for example) even-parity forms
consisting of light syllables, there is a conflict between iambicity and nonfinality. This
is resolved in one of two ways: deletion or penult stress. The latter therefore involves
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Given datum x has final stress, with probability p do the following:
Penult Assign stress to the penult, then learn on that new datum (dis-
regarding the original one).
Randomize Assign stress to a randomly selected syllable, then learn on that
new datum (disregarding the original one).
Reparse Discard the original datum. Parse the word shape according to
the learner’s current grammar. Learn on this output.
Figure 3.3: Description of three possible probabilistic approaches to modeling a
nonfinality perceptual bias.
ira´awana`ti ‘su caoba’ left-to-right iambic, nonfinal
kimı´taka ∼ kimı´ta`ka ‘quiza´’ reversal or deletion
ma´to ‘polilla’ mandatory reversal
Table 3.5: Axininca avoidance of final stress (McCarthy and Prince, 1993b, pp. 159–
160).
a local reversal of the apparent foot shape from iambic to trochaic. In disyllables this
reversal is mandatory. This option in Axininca stress is given a historical grounding
if the stress reassignment approach is valid.
3.4.2 Fixed stress
Directional asymmetries are most obvious—and most circumscribed—in the ty-
pology of fixed stress. Here, as before, I focus on fixed stress systems with a single
stress. It is here, therefore, that I begin testing this approach to integrating nonfi-
nality pressures with typological prediction. I first discuss generalizations from the
Stress Pattern Database, shown in Table 1.3.
In fixed stress systems, final and initial stress are roughly at parity in their fre-
quency. There is no convincing support for the abundance of one over the other. From
this typology, at least, any explanation from nonfinality must actually accommodate
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0 languages 8 languages
Table 3.6: Fixed stress languages with counts from Heinz’s (2007) Stress Pattern
Database. Reproduction of Table 1.3
finality. Instead, we see that right-edge patterns away from the edge—penultimate
and antepenultimate—are overattested in comparison to their mirror-image patterns
at the left edge—peninitial and postpeninitial.
The typology of fixed stress is complicated in that not all surveys agree. In
Table 3.7, four surveys are shown encompassing edge stress: Hyman (1977), Gordon
(2002), Heinz (2007)3, and Goedemans and van der Hulst (2013). These surveys are
not uniform in their methodology. For example, Hyman includes non-fixed stress
while the other counts do not. Heinz incorporates Gordon’s survey as well as one of
Bailey (1995). The Goedemans and van der Hulst numbers are those presented in
the World Atlas of Language Structures chapter extending StressTyp.
Despite the variety of approaches, some facts are clear from these surveys. They all
support the relative prevalence of initial stress, the rarity of peninitial and antepenul-
timate stress, and the marginality of postpeninitial stress. Where the surveys differ
is with respect to final and penultimate stress. All studies shown, except WALS,
support the generalization given above: final and initial stress are roughly equally
common, with penultimate stress next common. WALS instead reverses the order
3These numbers are derived from Heinz’s Stress Pattern Database and not directly presented in
the work cited.
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Hyman Gordon Heinz WALS
# % # % # % # %
initial 114 37.3 61 30.8 69 30.9 92 32.6
peninitial 12 3.9 12 6.1 12 5.4 16 5.7
postpeninitial 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.4
final 97 31.7 63 31.8 74 33.2 51 18.1
penultimate 77 25.2 55 27.8 60 26.9 110 39.0
antepenultimate 6 2.0 7 3.5 8 3.6 12 4.3
Table 3.7: Comparison of typologies of edge stress in Hyman (1977), Gordon (2002),
Heinz (2007), and Goedemans and van der Hulst (2013).
of final and penultimate stress, placing the frequency of penultimate as greater than
twice that of final stress and predominant among stress patterns. This difference is
concerning, but I will not arbitrate it directly. Instead, I will show that empirical
distinctions such as this can be accounted for by changes in assumed parameters
(viz. misperception probabilities) modeling nonfinality as a perceptual effect. These
parameters should ideally be derived empirically in any case, so the fact that our
typological knowledge cannot decide the question yet is not overly worrying.
In the WALS data, the nonfinality bias is more readily apparent than in the other
typologies. WALS finds an outright reversal in favor of penultimate stress compared
to what would be predicted based on distance from the word edge alone. However,
it is not the case that bias is absent in, for example, the Stress Pattern Database.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, distance from the word edge and edge of alignment are
not independent in the Stress Pattern Database ( χ2 = 25.39, p < 0.05). This test
allows us to see how individual patterns differ from what would be expected under
independence. The expected counts are shown in Table 3.8. These counts suggest
that final stress is observed less than expected, while penultimate stress is observed
more than expected—a nonfinality bias.
The simulation methods discussed in §3.4.1 all serve to do one thing: they render
patterns involving final stress more difficult to learn accurately by simulating mis-
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From left From right
’Distance 0 52 languages 91 languages
Distance 1 26 languages 46 languages
Distance 2 3 languages 5 languages
Table 3.8: Rounded expected counts from a χ2 test of Table 3.6: χ2 = 25.39 df = 2,
p < 0.05. Replication of results from Table 1.4.
perception. This is because these methods “scatter” data on final-stress forms across
the space of violation vectors. If the learner is to acquire its teacher’s language ex-
actly, it must necessarily disregard some of the data it receives which misplaces final
stress. These misperceived strings slow the learner’s progress toward confidence in a
hypothesis or shift it into a new interpretation of its learning data.
Of the six canonical fixed stress systems, only three are affected by reassigning
final stress. These are final, peninitial, and postpeninitial stress. The point is obvious
with final stress: misperception distorts the one and only stress of the word every
time it occurs. Peninitial and postpeninitial stress acquire their disadvantage in short
strings. A stress that counts away from the left edge will be found in final position of
the word is short enough. Thus peninitial stress appears final in words up to length
up to length two, postpeninitial for words up to length three. This seems negligible,
but is actually dramatic when we consider the skew in the distribution of word lengths
toward quite short words. These two systems are thus quite affected by any alteration
to final stress.
The typology of fixed stress systems is the product of two different pressures.
Learning bias emerging from distinctiveness and reliability, as discussed in previous
chapters, creates a pressure for stress closer to word edges. This accounts for the
high frequency of final and initial stress and the relative scarcity of, for example,
antepenultimate stress. A nonfinality pressure for misperceiving final stress reduces
the frequency of peninitial and postpeninitial systems, mostly to the benefit of penul-
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timate stress. These pressures, properly construed, could account for the numerical
patterns of Table 3.6.
3.4.2.1 Choosing a constraint set
It is not possible to model the set of canonical fixed stress languages with the
constraint set discussed in Chapter 2. The existence of antepenultimate stress neces-
sitates some constraint which will be violated less by candidates which are inexactly
aligned with the right edge of the word. A clear choice for such a constraint is a famil-
iar one, Nonfinality (Prince and Smolensky, 1993/2004). This is a constraint which
assigns a violation to candidates with “final” stress, for some definition of final. How-
ever, Nonfinality has a number of alternate interpretations. Of principal impor-
tance is the distinction between Nonfinality(Syllable) and Nonfinality(Foot).
The former penalizes only literally final stress, while the latter also penalizes final
feet.
If nonfinality effects are to be modeled as emergent from factors other than as-
sumptions about Con, it would be ideal to assume constraints which are symmet-
rical at left and right edges. Thus we are motivated to consider Noninitiality
constraints. This is in addition to arguments for noninitiality in its own right, largely
divorced from fixed stress typology (e.g. Alderete, 1995; Kennedy, 1994; Kenstowicz,
1993). If a Noninitiality constraint is to be considered, it presents an issue echoing
the one with Nonfinality: should there be Noninitiality(Syllable), Noninitial-
ity(Foot), or both?
One approach is to choose a constraint set based on performance. In Chapter 2, I
discussed how to fit the exponent in simulated iterated learning to the observed typo-
logical data, minimizing sum squared error. Probabilities are computed by tracking
the resulting learner languages for a range of teacher languages. This data is exponen-
tiated to best fit the typology. This procedure picks the best attained prediction of
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frequencies for a particular configuration of learning assumptions. We can repeat this
procedure for the fixed stress typology, varying only assumptions about the constraint
set.
Figure 3.4: Best performance at typological frequency prediction for fixed stress across
assumptions for Nonfinality and Noninitiality. Codes read with 1 for presence
of a constraint, 0 for absence in the following order: Nonfin(Syll), Nonfin(Ft),
Noninit(Syll), Noninit(Ft).
Results are shown in Figure 3.4. A fairly wide range of errors is found within
the possible range. The minimum possible error is 0, with exact prediction of the
frequency of every language in the set. This is the ideal, at the bottom of the plot.
There are 223 languages in the sample, so the maximum error is 2232 = 49, 729. Thus
the scale of the graph occupies about 12% of the total range. On the right half of the
results we see results for constraint sets with Nonfinality(Syll), which are largely
good. These are indicated by an initial 1 in the axis labels. Two standouts are clear.
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The first is a constraint set with no Nonfinality or Noninitiality constraints,
illustrating the relative size of the (here, unexplained) directional asymmetry com-
pared with the primacy of word edges found in learning generally. The second is
a constraint set with both Nonfinality constraints and only Noninitiality(Ft).
Hearteningly, this Noninitiality is the one argued for when this constraint is dis-
cussed (e.g. Kennedy, 1994).
These results point to two views of modeled nonfinality effects. First, we can as-
sume the fully unbiased constraint set, with all four constraints. With this approach,
all asymmetries are attributable to the modeled nonfinality. Second, we can use the
best constraint set found here, which lacks Noninitiality(Syllable). I discuss both
in the following.
3.4.2.2 Simulation results
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the best obtainable typological prediction error for given
values of the probability parameter and given methods of simulating a nonfinality
pressure. For each combination of a method and a probability, simulations are per-
formed to calculate a transition matrix as discussed in Chapter 2. This transition
matrix records the probability that a learner will acquire any given language within
a set when its teacher possesses some (possibly different) language in that set. Here
the set of languages is simply the fixed stress languages.
As previously discussed, these transition matrices can lead to longer-term typo-
logical predictions by exponentiation. Here, I attempt to show how compatible a given
set of learning results is with the observed typology. To do this, the exponent of the
matrix is optimized4 with the objective that error between the observed typology and
the predicted probabilities is minimized. In doing this, we give the learning approach
its best possible chance of success. If there exists any exponent which makes the re-
4Optimization is with a simple grid search up to generation 10,000.
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sults agree with typology, it will be discovered. This means that the raw prediction
results are not of primary interest. Instead, we seek to compare the performance of
both different nonfinality simulation methods and different values of the probability
parameter.
Between these two, the probability parameter is the more crucial. If the method
succeeds at explaining the typology better than not simulating nonfinality, we expect
to see a decrease in error at some point greater than probability zero. This reflects an
improvement when the method is “turned on.” In addition, we might have a priori
suspicion that very high parameter values would be disadvantageous—these states
reflect a situation in which learning is entirely subject to the whims of the nonfinality
pressure. As we know these pressures are not categorical (at least as the methods are
construed here), this would not seem appropriate. Taking these two in combination,
we might then expect that an effective nonfinality simulation method should show a
local minimum in error at some point greater than zero and less than one.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show just such an effect for fixed stress using the WALS typo-
logical counts. The penult and random methods both exhibit local minima somewhere
in the 0.10–0.20 range. It is unsurprising that these two methods should perform
similarly—they both involve reassigning stress on the receipt of a final-stressed form.
In many cases, the syllable stress lands on will be the same in either method. Ran-
domization of stress in a two-syllable word will either be vacuous (i.e. it will be placed
back on the final syllable) or it will be penultimate. In three-syllable forms, this re-
mains likely even if there is another option (initial stress). Because there is a bias
toward small words, we can see that most of the time these two biases will be doing
very similar things. In contrast, reparse does not seem to have a minimum, rather
leaving no real effect on the best typological predictions. This shows, minimally, that
































Figure 3.5: Best result of optimizing SSE across iteration counts for a range of prob-
abilities and nonfinality simulation methods. NoninitSyll included, typology from





























































Figure 3.6: Probability optimization over a restricted range. NoninitSyll included,
typology from WALS. η = 0.1.
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Figure 3.7: Typological predictions with best results from optimizations: Penult stress
reassignment with probability 0.10 and 1290 generations. NoninitSyll included,
typology from WALS. 1L, 2L, 3L mean fixed stress on the first, second, and third
syllable from the left; symmetrical for 1R, 2R, 3R on the right.
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In Figure 3.7, I show the best results according to these methods. We see here
that the model is able to capture the asymmetry between final and initial stress and
the relative advantage of penultimate stress in the WALS dataset. However, some
types of language are not accurately modeled, even if the overall error is decreased.
In particular, peninitial stress is overpredicted and antepenultimate stress is under-
predicted. This is consistent with the model valuing general learnability over other






























Figure 3.8: Best result of optimizing SSE across iteration counts for a range of prob-
abilities and nonfinality simulation methods. NoninitSyll not included, typology
from WALS. η = 0.1.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show results when the constraint set is selected to exclude
Noninitiality(Syllable) as discussed in §3.4.2.1. In this case, a local minimum is
far less obvious. There is an apparent minimum above zero, but it is hard to verify
and definitely less reliable than the one shown previously. However, the actual count
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Figure 3.9: Probability optimization over a restricted range. NoninitSyll not in-
cluded, typology from WALS. η = 0.1.
we saw before. What is happening here? The choice of constraints essentially trades
with the simulated nonfinality effect—constraining the constraint set to work without
Noninitiality(Syllable) works similar effects to simulating a perceptual issue with
the right edge. This result reinforces the idea that frequency results are contingent
on grammatical assumptions, even when we introduce supposedly extra-grammatical
biases. Here, that additional bias can do little more than is already done by the
structure of the constraint set, rendering the model less effectual in this regard.
We may now turn our attention to modeling the other view of fixed-stress typology,
represented by the counts from the Stress Pattern Database. Recall that the primary
distinction here is in the place of penultimate stress—is it privileged, as in WALS, or
behind final stress, as in the Stress Pattern Database? Simulations with an unbiased
constraint set are shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. These results again show a less
dramatic minimum for the nonfinality simulation. The relative inadequacy of this
model is further shown in Figure 3.13. The Stress Pattern Database has a lower
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Figure 3.10: Typological predictions with best results from optimizations: Reparse
stress reassignment with probability 0.60 and 169 generations. NoninitSyll not in-
cluded, typology from WALS. 1L, 2L, 3L mean fixed stress on the first, second, and






























Figure 3.11: Best result of optimizing SSE across iteration counts for a range of
probabilities and nonfinality simulation methods. NoninitSyll included, typology

































































Figure 3.12: Probability optimization over a restricted range. NoninitSyll included,
typology from the Stress Pattern Database. η = 0.1.
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Figure 3.13: Typological predictions with best results from optimizations: Random
stress reassignment with probability 0.55 and 415 iterations. NoninitSyll, typology
from the Stress Pattern Database. 1L, 2L, 3L mean fixed stress on the first, second,
and third syllable from the left; symmetrical for 1R, 2R, 3R on the right.
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peninitial count than predicted. This prediction asymmetry points to the cause of the
problem here: the Stress Pattern Database largely has typological frequency tracking
with distance from the word edge (unlike WALS), but there is a large interaction—
peninitial stress is much less common than initial stress, but penultimate stress is not
much less common than final stress. The model must trade edge biases for nonfinality





























Figure 3.14: Best result of optimizing SSE across iteration counts for a range of prob-
abilities and nonfinality simulation methods. NoninitSyll not included, typology
from the Stress Pattern Database. η = 0.1.
Results for the Stress Pattern Database when Noninitiality(Syllable) is ex-
cluded point to a solution to this problem of interaction. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 again
show that there is no obvious evidence of a beneficial effect of the simulated nonfi-
nality pressure. However, in the best results in Figure 3.16, we see that things have
improved for the predictions on peninitial stress compared to the earlier Stress Pat-
tern Database results shown in Figure 3.13. The reason is clear—we have removed
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Figure 3.15: Probability optimization over a restricted range. NoninitSyll not in-
cluded, typology from the Stress Pattern Database. η = 0.1.
maining constraints and learning bias substantially account for the existing typology,
modulo remaining issues with prediction of postpeninitial and antepenultimate stress.
3.4.2.3 Summary
The results presented in this chapter show that there is clearly something to
be gained from explicitly modeling substantive distinctions in linguistic patterns.
Otherwise elusive, merely intuitive understandings rise to the point of prediction. The
uncertain nature of the typology of fixed stress obscures the point somewhat, but it is
clear that the qualitative predictions gained from modeling perceptual nonfinality are
in line with the kinds of effects seen. Penultimate stress can be rendered more common
or final stress less common as necessary. I have shown that two methods—simulating
probabilistic misperception and altering assumptions on the constraint set—can affect
results. Each of these is potentially advantageous, depending on the true typology
and the way in which this set of assumptions is fused with existing learning biases.
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Figure 3.16: Typological predictions with best results from optimizations: Random
stress reassignment with probability 0.085 and 2634 generations. NoninitSyll not
included, typology from the Stress Pattern Database. 1L, 2L, 3L mean fixed stress
on the first, second, and third syllable from the left; symmetrical for 1R, 2R, 3R on
the right.
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Further typological work can thus serve to disambiguate these approaches, with a
ready account under either view.
3.4.3 Directional asymmetries in windows
In Chapter 2 I showed that some tendencies in the typology of stress windows
can be accounted for by explanations based on relative learnability. In particular, I
showed that learnability predicts that small windows should be more common than
larger ones and that some categorical length limit should be observed. The latter fact
follows even without a categorical limit imposed by the grammatical representation.
In that section, I mentioned a parallel with fixed stress: there is an overall bias
towards the word edge, accounted for by learnability, but also a right/left asymmetry
that is not accounted for. As seen in Figure 3.9, the frequency of windows of a given
size at the right edge exceeds the frequency of windows of that size at the left edge. I
propose that this asymmetry can be modeled using the same methods as fixed stress
in §3.4.2—learnability combining with a nonfinality bias imposed on data.
Window type Count
Final two syllables 82 e.g. Malayalam (Asher and Kumari, 1997)
Final three syllables 38 e.g. Comanche (Smalley, 1953)
Initial two syllables 39 e.g. Yapese (Jensen et al., 1977)
Initial three syllables 1 e.g. Piraha˜ (Everett and Everett, 1984)
Table 3.9: Typological counts for window stress from StressTyp. Adapted from
Kager (2012, ex. 22). Counts are collapsed across types of designated property and
the position of default stress. Replication of Figure 2.12
A stress window language is one in which stress is required to fall within a certain
number of syllables of the word edge, but the precise location of stress is determined
by some other factor (some “designated property”). For example, stress might fall on
whichever of the last two syllables of a word is heavy. This would be a two-syllable
window at the right edge. When there is no designated property or it falls outside
the window, stress is assigned in some default way.
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A nonfinality perceptual bias could affect window systems in much the same way
that it affects fixed stress. Windows at the left edge can require final stresses in
exceptional cases, meaning that the part of the pattern not favored by learnability
(i.e. edge alignment) is also not preferred by nonfinality. In contrast, any final stresses
in a right-edge system are supported by their greater alignment. One could expect,
then, that nonfinality introduces a pressure to probabilistically transform left-edge
window systems into right-edge ones, yielding the typological tendency.
In my prior discussion of windows I assumed one of the simplest defaults possible:
in the absence of other conditioning factors, stress falls on the syllable closest to the
relevant edge (i.e. final in a right-edge system, initial in a left-edge system). This
is not the ideal default to focus on for the purposes of examining edge asymmetries.
The reason for this is that an edge default is very learnable—it has a highly reliable
default position. This means that a left-edge window of this type will only very
reluctantly be learned as a right-edge window (and vice versa). Another default
position—one which is in fact more common—is more suitable to viewing how one
type of edge orientation can be learned as another. This default type places stress—
in the absence of a designated property—onto the syllable farthest away from the
edge, while remaining within the window. For example, a two-syllable window at the
right edge would have default stress on the penult. Windows of this type are shown
in Figure 3.10. In simulations, I consider only these windows, not any fixed stress
languages or any windows larger than the known attested instances This contrasts
with Chapter 2. I do this in order to focus on the pressures exerted by nonfinality on
window stress systems in isolation.
Results for windows mirror those for fixed stress. The error graph shown in Figure
3.17 exhibits the kind of local minimum we need to verify the effect of the nonfinality
parameter. Again, it seems that the penult and random methods are more effective
than the reparse one.
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σσσσσ σσσσσ σσσσσ σσσσσ σσσσσ
“One-syllable” σσσσσ´ σσσσσ´ σσσσσ´ σσσσσ´ σσσσσ´
Two-syllable σσσσσ´ σσσσ´σ σσσσ´σ σσσσ´σ σσσσ´σ
Three-syllable σσσσσ´ σσσσ´σ σσσ´σσ σσσ´σσ σσσ´σσ
Four-syllable σσσσσ´ σσσσ´σ σσσ´σσ σσ´σσσ σσ´σσσ
Table 3.10: Examples of window stress systems. If the designated property (under-
line) is within the window it is matched by surface stress. Otherwise default stress





































Figure 3.17: Best result of optimizing SSE across iteration counts for a range of
probabilities and nonfinality simulation methods. η = 0.1.
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Results for the best-predicted typology are actually more successful that those
seen for fixed stress. The model can find results that closely mirror the frequencies
of two- and three-syllable windows at the left and right edges. A possible reason for
this increased performance is that window stress frequency (over this range, at least)
is monotonic with distance from word length (unlike the WALS data) and exhibits
less interaction between this effect and word edge (unlike both fixed datasets). The
best results obtained are shown in Figure 3.18.











Figure 3.18: Typological predictions with best results from Figure 3.17: Reparse stress
reassignment with probability 0.60 and 169 generations. 2L and 3L mean stress in
windows of size two and three on the left; symmetrical for 2R and 3R on the right.
3.4.4 Iambs and trochees
In Chapter 1, I briefly discussed a broad, parameterized typology of iterative
stress. This parameterization is demonstrated again in Table 3.11: iterative systems
are divided according to whether they iterate left-to-right or right-to-left (with left-
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to-right shown here), whether they use iambs or trochees, and whether they tolerate
degenerate monosyllabic feet.




Table 3.11: Parametric left-to-right patterns. Duplication of Table 1.5.
The broad frequencies for these types, derived from StressTyp, are shown in Table
3.12. One fact that is obvious at first glance is that iambic stress is less common than
trochaic stress. This fact has been noted repeatedly (e.g. by Hayes, 1995). For the
numbers given here, one could say that for any iambic pattern there is at least one
trochaic pattern that is more common than it. In fact, this is weaker than what we
see—for any given iambic pattern, all trochaic patterns are more common, other than
right-to-left trochees with degenerate feet.
Iambs, being right-headed feet, serve to enforce stress later in the word than
an equivalently-placed trochee. One view of them, then, is that iambic patterns
have a tendency to require final stress. If the above accounts of nonfinality have
merit for fixed and window stress, perhaps they can find application here as well—
perhaps iambic patterns are uncommon due to the final stresses involved in many such
patterns. In Table 3.13, I annotate each broad stress pattern with the degree to which
it involves final stresses in “long words” (viz. words longer than two syllables). Some
patterns mandate final stress, others ban it, and still others require it for exhaustivity.
Strikingly, no pattern annotated as “always” having final stress is common. All
three of these are iambic systems, as suspected. The one iambic system with any
frequency is one in which final stress occurs only in even parity words. In addition, this
system is a perfect grid system, shown in Chapter 1 to be potentially advantageous
in learning.
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Table 3.12: Parametric iterative stress in StressTyp. Degenerate feet? indicates
whether all feet are binary. That is, “no” indicates that degenerate feet are not
permitted. Duplication of Table 1.6.
Foot type Direction Degenerate feet? Perfect grid? Final? Count
Trochees
Left-to-Right
no no (right lapse) never 33
yes yes sometimes 22
Right-to-Left
no yes never 34
yes no (left clash) never 4
Iambs
Left-to-Right
no yes sometimes 13
yes no (right clash) always 3
Right-to-Left
no no (left lapse) always 2
yes yes always 3
Table 3.13: Iterative stress typology, annotated with status as perfect grids and
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Figure 3.19: Best result of optimizing SSE across iteration counts for a range of
probabilities and nonfinality simulation methods. Only penult stress assignment con-
sidered. η = 0.1.
Figure 3.19 shows the result of optimization over the iterative stress typology,
focusing on penult stress assignment only. In these simulations, Parse(Syllable) is
of use to guarantee relatively exhaustive parsing. We see that here too there is an
apparent effect of the nonfinality parameter—including this effect allows a potential
reduction in the typological prediction error.
Figure 3.20 shows the best result for typological prediction. The fit is far from
perfect. Many languages are given a predicted zero frequency, even if they are actually
well-attested. This is the perfect grid effect run rampant—the languages with zero
frequencies are just the non-binary ones (tolerating degenerate feet—labeled without
a B in the figure). These languages offer less reliable placement of stress with respect
to constraint violations, and are therefore dispreferred on learning grounds to their
counterparts with no degenerate feet. This means that, in the limit, a small bias
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Figure 3.20: Typological predictions with best results from Figure 3.19: Penult
stress reassignment with probability 0.40 and 169 generations. T/I indicate a
trochaic/iambic parse. L/R indicate a parse from left-to-right/right-to-left. B in-
dicates a pattern that is strictly binary (that is, does not tolerate degenerate feet).
See Table 3.13.
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against degenerate feet ends up resulting in a typology with only systems without
such feet.
However, of the languages predicted, the order is correct: iambs are less fre-
quent than trochees overall, right-to-left trochees are more common than left-to-right
(marginally), and left-to-right iambs are more common than right-to-left. Thus this
model successfully predicts that iambic systems should be dispreferred. The compo-
nent of the model of particular interest—nonfinality—exhibits the kind of pressure
desired, pushing for trochaic parses. It is of less concern for this particular set of
results how frequencies are predicted between systems with and without degenerate
feet. The important focus here is on an overall push for trochees at the expense of
iambs, as seen in Figure 3.21.



















Figure 3.21: Growing typological dominance of trochees over generations, using best
results from Figure 3.19. Probability is consolidated onto trochaic parses as the
number of generations increases, resulting in predictions as shown in Figure 3.20.
The reduction in error, coupled with this breakdown of results, shows that the
nonfinality pressure does useful work despite the problems posed by learning iterative
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systems with degenerate feet. This confound points to a need to better understand
how different learning forces should be balanced against one another, but it need not
invalidate them.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have demonstrated that explicit models of learning allow simi-
larly explicit tests of extragrammatical pressures on linguistic typology. In Chapters
1 and 2 I showed that learning models can expose predictions made by grammatical
assumptions for probabilistic typology. These predictions do not likely exhaust the
set of useful explanations for the relative attestation of linguistic patterns. Biases
emerging from outside of grammar are expected to have their part as well. I showed
that assumptions about these kinds of pressures can be integrated with a learning
model to make combined predictions about typology.
The specific example used was nonfinality. A hypothesized perceptual issue with
final stress was modeled in several ways as probabilistic misperception of data with
final stress. This perceptual simulation was shown to give improvements with respect
to models of typological frequency for fixed stress, windows, and general iterative pat-
terns. Future work using this methodology could proceed by introducing probabilistic






In this dissertation, I show a connection between the typological frequency of
stress patterns and their relative learnability. I demonstrate that grammatical as-
sumptions, coupled with a learning algorithm, naturally lead to distinctions among
possible languages—some are learned quickly, others more slowly. I give explicit
examples of frequency prediction, primarily within the domain of stress typology.
This type of approach is significant in that it opens up a richer typology for
analysis. The researcher does not need to be concerned only with distinctions between
possible and impossible languages, being freed to explain more nuanced distinctions
even with the familiar mechanisms of typical generative linguistic theory. This has
two primary advantages. First, it allows an explanation of a linguistic fact that is
known but seldom modeled explicitly: not all patterns are equally common. This
is positive in that the field gains greater empirical coverage. Second, the analyst
is not tied to making important empirical judgments about the difference between
impossible languages and possible but unattested languages—a distinction that is
fraught at best.
This work shows how this sort of enterprise can proceed, giving explicit examples.
Future work can follow to build an even more unified view of typological frequency
in stress, and to extend these methods to larger linguistic domains.
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4.1.2 Fixed stress and alternation
In Chapter 1, I showed that simple n-gram constraints create learning biases
conditioning both fixed stress and types of alternation. Fixed stress languages with
stress close to a word edge are more quickly learned than languages with stress farther
away from the edge. That is, initial stress is learned more readily than peninitial,
which is learned more readily than postpeninitial, etc. This bias emerges because
short edge distances exhibit less variability across word lengths. Small words show
more of the same n-grams as large ones, so learning in any word length tends to push
to the same constrained set of hypotheses. As the distance to the word edge increases,
different word lengths inform on different hypotheses, slowing learning.
This same logic was echoed in my discussion of perfect grids. Full alternation of
stress gives a situation in which stress determination is highly local. Reflected in the
n-gram constraints, this means that violations of the constraints are highly reliable.
Again, word lengths will be quite similar in the information they contribute toward
learning a language, aiding learning.
Both of these cases can be viewed as an explanation of isolated pieces of stress
typology. Stress toward word edges is, broadly, more common than stress farther
away. Alternation patterns are generally much more “simple” and local than random
chance. Thus I show a correspondence between the bias projected by simplified
assumptions on a representation and the typology, providing support for the idea
that learning biases are useful for explaining probabilistic typology.
4.1.3 Primary stress correlations and window stress
In Chapter 2, I showed biases relating to a constraint set constructed from align-
ment and rhythmic constraints. I show that the kinds of biases found in Chapter 1
resurface for other types of typological tendencies. The model shown is biased to-
wards languages in which primary stress is in a relatively fixed location. This follows
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because constraints pertaining to primary stress will then be less variably violated
across word lengths, leading to more reliable and fast learning.
The first important consequence of this type of bias is for the placement of primary
stress in an iterative stress parse. Parses in which secondary stress is left-to-right will
be learned better if their primary stress is on the leftmost stressed syllable. Likewise,
by symmetry, for right-to-left parses. The only departure from this is for so-called
bidirectional systems, in which one foot is reliably isolated at an end of a word,
regardless of overall directionality. In such languages, the bias is for that isolated
foot to bear primary stress. These biases emerge simply because they result in more
reliable representations of primary stress. They have the important consequence of
predicting—in an iterated learning model—that languages obeying this correlation
between directionality and primary stress position should be more common. This
predicted tendency is in fact evidenced typologically.
The reliability effect found by consistent placement of primary stress has other
consequences. I show that the model exhibits biases for stress in stress window
systems to fall close to a word edge. This mirrors not only the results on primary
stress correlation but also the fixed stress results of Chapter 1. Stress windows are
predicted to be small overall, with frequency increasing as the size of the window
decreases. This prediction is borne out by typological study: two-syllable windows
are more common than three-syllable ones. A further contribution of this section,
in addition to its approach to overall window size, is a discussion of the apparent
categorical cutoff at four syllables. No four-syllable windows are robustly attested.
This could be attributed to the categorical means available to learners for representing
language, but another approach is the one shown. Four-syllable windows are simply
an accidental gap, but their absence is somewhat expected—they are biased against
to such a degree that it should not be surprising to only see windows of larger size.
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4.1.4 Nonfinality simulation
In Chapter 3, I confront the issue of biases emerging from outside the grammar
itself. If grammatical assumptions are symmetrical, as assumed in Chapters 1 and 2,
something is necessarily required to break this symmetry. This is because the typology
of stress—and linguistic patterns generally—does not obey formal symmetries overall.
In stress this is most obvious in the instance of left/right asymmetries: a pattern is
unlikely to be equally attested as a mirror-image pattern with all strings flipped left-
to-right. In this chapter, I specifically address a putative nonfinality bias, with the
goal of breaking this symmetry. This bias creates a representational or perceptual
problem with final stress that does not exist with initial stress, causing patterns
oriented to the left edge to have distinct predicted frequencies from ones oriented to
the right.
I show that this kind of modeled nonfinality is potentially useful in capturing
otherwise unexplained typological tendencies. Modeling nonfinality as a probabilis-
tic tendency for final stress data to be misinterpreted as something different from
final stress, I show that several typological skews in stress potentially follow from
nonfinality.
The first such skew is found in stress windows. The discussion of windows in
Chapter 2 ignored the fact that windows are more common at the right edge than the
left. I show that this distinction follows from the addition of biases pushing stress off
the right edge. Simply, there is a perceptual reason for stress windows at the right
edge that is absent for windows at the left. It therefore follows that windows should
be more common, and more complex, at the right edge.
The second tendency is found in fixed stress, discussed initially in Chapter 1. Fixed
stress systems, similar to windows, are asymmetrically attested. I show that the same
kind of “push” off the right edge is useful for understanding why penultimate stress
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might be comparatively abundant and/or final stress comparatively absent, taken in
contrast with symmetrical patterns at the left edge.
Finally, this perceptual bias can potentially illuminate a difference between iambic
and trochaic parsing. Trochees (left-headed feet) tend to create final stressless syl-
lables, while iambs (right-headed feet) create final stresses. Only the latter opposes
the nonfinality bias, and it is this sort of pattern that is typologically underattested.
4.2 Review of methodology
In this dissertation, I used a consistent set of theoretical tools in order to probe
predictions of models for probabilistic tendencies in typology. In this section, I will
explicitly set out the components needed (or useful) in an investigation of this type.
This section is intended as a guide to replications or extensions of work of the type
shown in this thesis.
4.2.1 Grammatical assumptions
Predicted probabilistic typologies derived from learning require exact understand-
ings of the assumed grammatical model, just as categorical predictions do. In this
regard, the methods described in this dissertation do not differ from typical generative
phonology. In this thesis, the grammars used are always Maximum Entropy (Goldwa-
ter and Johnson, 2003) grammars. MaxEnt grammars are weighted; this fact allows
results such as those on stress windows in Chapters 2 and 3. The constraint sets as-
sumed throughout are either the n-gram constraints of Chapter 1 or the augmented
gradient alignment constraint set used elsewhere.
In the work presented here, the set of candidates assumed is perhaps more limited
than typical typological work. For example, word lengths are constrained to be
between two and eight syllables. When analysis involves computational simulation,
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the examination of such assumptions proceeds differently from non-computational
work, but with the same goals.
4.2.2 Distributional assumptions
In simulation work, the analyst must make modeling assumptions beyond grammar-
internal ones. Various other forces come into play, manipulating the nature of the
data as it is transmitted from teachers to learners.
In an OT-like framework, the first consideration is the distribution over members
of the languages being learned. A learner is not likely to encounter data in a uniform
fashion across all types of datum. Instead, there will be concentrations of probability
on certain parts of the linguistic system, principled by some concerns that are essen-
tially external to grammar per se. The analyst must decide what types of distribution
should be reflected in the model, and in what way.
In this dissertation, I generally model the probability of word lengths as an expo-
nentially decreasing function. This choice is not motivated by anything internal to
assumptions about how grammar works. Instead, it is driven by observations that
languages do in fact seem to pattern their word lengths in this way. An explanation
of this bias is assumed to lie elsewhere. A less informed decision is made about the
distribution over positions of “designated properties.” These properties are assumed
to arise uniformly throughout a word, perhaps in opposition to actual (but unknown)
cross-linguistic tendencies.
This notion of distributional assumptions can be extended away from thoughts
about probabilities over forms to assumptions about the qualities of the transmission
channel between teacher and learner. A learning model necessarily makes assumptions
on whether the learner receives data veridically—and how data is received when this
transmission falters.
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In Chapter 3 I utilize this component of assumptions to investigate models of a
perceptual nonfinality bias. I show that this component of assumptions can have qual-
itative impact on the nature of predictions made by a typological model incorporating
learning.
4.2.3 Learning assumptions
A model of learning must, of course, make assumptions on learning. An assumed
learning algorithm should ideally be motivated by outside considerations: simplicity,
use elsewhere, psychological plausibility, etc. Learning bias results should be explored
for a range of reasonable parameter values for the learning algorithm, establishing the
relative fragility or robustness of the results. A fragile result is not necessarily wrong,
but calls for further work.
In this thesis I used a version of the SGA (Ja¨ger, 2007) for MaxEnt grammar. A
range of values of the learning rate parameter were checked, but results throughout
use a consistent set of assumed values.
A related set of assumptions couples the learning algorithm to typology. The
analyst must ask what model of typological shift counts as sufficiently true to life in
order to draw inferences. This is done in particular by assuming particular network
structures to an iterated learning method. In this dissertation I assume a simple
“chain” form of iterated learning.
4.2.4 Learning results
In this work, I show two methods of revealing the biases in a learning model.
Both are valid for certain purposes, but have potentially distinct goals. In the first, I
compare the residual error of a learner with respect to its teacher after some amount
of learning. This comparison illuminates the raw biases that exist in the process of
learning—that is, this can answer the question of exactly how learning works out
differently for learners of different languages.
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This focus on error contrasts with approaches focused on predicted typologies.
If we wish to model typological differences, and not just error differences, we must
explicitly model typological emergence in some way. This is because learning biases
need not be transparently reflected in the typological prediction of a given model
of e.g. language change (Rafferty et al., 2011). This is where models of iterated
learning, for example, come into the picture. The analyst derives predictions about
the way in which one language type changes into another, and thence derives predicted
frequencies over language types.
This process is not assumption-free. The analyst must ask if change is well-
modeled by a probabilistic change between categorical language types, or if languages
themselves are probabilistic. I have used both methods, but principally present the
former in this dissertation. It is additionally important to ask “where” in change we
should evaluate results. Should this be at convergence, or some earlier point? When
this question arises, I have taken the stance that it is best to always be comparing
models. When there is a comparison, each can be given its best chance to succeed
(i.e. its moment of best performance can be chosen), and any choice between the
models reflects an effort to give each hypothesis its best fighting chance.
4.2.5 Overall
This emphasis on comparison guides the overall structure of the learning work
presented here. Linguistic typology is an uncertain thing; probabilistic typology is
more so. Languages types could easily have been missed by analysts or have not arisen
by accident of contingent human history. The typology that we do have could be
shaped by that same history—wars destroying a language group exhibiting a certain
pattern, technological advantage leading to the abundance of another pattern, and
so on. Analysts might have mischaracterized individual languages, ultimately adding
them to the wrong frequency count within a probabilistic typology. On the opposite
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end, modeling typology is also uncertain. All the assumptions above are difficult to
disentangle. It would be a rare thing indeed to be certain of all conditions save the
one of interest.
These issues, and more, should not lead us to abandon modeling probabilistic
typology. Introducing frequency counts does not make our models more subject to
these concerns, and could even help. Where these concerns lead me, instead, is to
view typological modeling as a set of comparisons. Language types should be counted
coarsely, eliminating many of the small variants that obscure typological accounts.
Having done this, we can be more certain of the typology of interest. Further, we
can be more satisfied with our typological modeling assumptions; small changes in
assumptions might make a big difference for individual linguistic peculiarities in a
way they would not make a difference for these coarse-grained predictions.
4.3 Future directions
4.3.1 Other stress tendencies
This dissertation by no means exhausts the list of typological tendencies in stress.
This is particularly true with biases that might have extragrammatical conditioning
factors. For example, the Iambic-Trochaic Law (Hayes, 1985) establishes a connection
between the correlates of stress and the headedness of metrical grouping. Stress dis-
tinctions based on intensity tend to be left-headed (i.e. trochaic), while distinctions
based on duration tend to be right-headed (i.e. iambic). One might view this typo-
logical generalization as emerging from probabilistic perceptual pressures on learners,
just as nonfinality was discussed in Chapter 3.
Another example is an apparent typological avoidance of clash between primary
and secondary stress. Two adjacent stresses are apparently more marked if one is
primary (Kager, 2001), evidenced in particular languages such as English (Pater,
2000). A probabilistic approach to misperception of stresses could help ground this
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bias without necessarily having a typology-wide markedness hierarchy. This would
be useful in particular within my approach due to overprediction (due to reliability)
of just such languages causing primary/secondary clash (Chapter 2).
4.3.2 Morphological patterns
Morphological exponence can be thought of as operations transducing one form
into another. The most common such operation is affixation (i.e. string concatena-
tion), but many others are possible. Reduplication, templatic truncation, ablaut, and
subtractive truncation are just a few. In other work I propose a model of morphology
in which these operations are relatively free in their range of possible forms (Staubs,
2011). In that work I note that such operations are not a full explanation without
some way of understanding why affixation is so common—or broadly, why there are
frequency differences between different types of morphological exponence. This dis-
sertation suggests a way of understanding such frequency distinctions as emergent
from the relative learnability offered by different transductions.
4.3.3 Feature economy and simplicity
Extending initial results by Pater and Moreton (2012), Pater and Staubs (2013)
find that learning in models similar to the ones developed in this dissertation can
lead to predictions of relative feature economy. Future work could concern more of
the ways in which phonologies are organized around repeated structural symmetries
and how learning can explain the frequency of these regularities.
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APPENDIX
GENETIC (IM)BALANCE IN STRESSTYP
In Chapter 1 I mention the issue of balance in the typological databases used for
my generalizations about bias. These databases are not balanced for genetic affiliation
or area of the world, resulting in oversampling of particular language families and
geographic regions. In this appendix I present evidence that the numbers derived
from the typology are relatively representative of the true typology. To accomplish
this, I give the numbers derived from StressTyp (Goedemans, 2010) under two types
of random resampling.
A.1 Demonstrating imbalance
The first question to address is whether StressTyp (Goedemans et al., 1996b) is,
in fact, genetically imbalanced. The answer to this is a decisive “yes.” To show this,
we can use metadata already present in StressTyp. StressTyp contains two columns
of data reflecting genetic affiliation: “Dialect of” and “Genetic Info.” The genetic
information contains a list of genetic classifications such as this one for Aguacateco:
Mayan, Quichean-Mamean, Greater Mamean, Ixilan. Thus each lists contains a ge-
netic classification in descending order of size. Here I call each level of this list a
genetic depth and use this number in studying genetic balance. There are a maxi-
mum of 14 different genetic depths, disregarding the level of the language itself (=
depth 15) and dialect (= depth 16), which I exclude. Any language with a total depth
lower than 14 is assumed to duplicate its final depth across all remaining classifica-
tion. That is, a full classification for Aguacateco contains additional layers of Ixilan
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before the language level. Figure A.1 shows the relative diversity of each depth in the
StressTyp descriptions. The classifications in StressTyp are, of course, a summary of
diverse opinions on linguistic phylogenetics (and may conflate area and genetics at
points), but serve as a useful approximation.
Once StressTyp can be parsed into genetic depths, we can immediately detect the
imbalance of the dataset. At the lowest genetic depth (= 1), there are 78 different
classifications. Of these classifications, only 43 have more than one language in them.
There are 510 languages in the typology, but the top five classifications make up 285
(56%) of these. The top five classifications are Austronesian (117 languages), Aus-
tralian (66 languages), Indo-European (57 languages), Afro-Asiatic (24 languages),
and Trans-New Guinea (21 languages). Thus at the largest level of classification,
StressTyp has very many of very few classifications—a lack of balance. As genetic
depth increases, languages are spread across more classifications, moving into the tail
of the distribution. However, there remains a notable concentration around a few
classes even at the deepest level (Figure A.2).
A.2 Biased resampling
StressTyp’s lack of balance is not enough on its own for worry. This imbalance
need be such that the counts presented in this dissertation misrepresent the shape
of the typology. One way to establish whether or not this is true is to resample the
typology from the StressTyp genetic classifications discussed above. If many resam-
plings result in similar relationships between language classes, these relationships can
be considered fairly robust.
We know that StressTyp is imbalanced. One way to resample a pseudo-StressTyp,
then, should mirror this imbalance—but impartially. We know that at depth 1, there
are 117 languages in the largest class (Austronesian). A biased resampling of the data
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Figure A.1: Diversity at each genetic depth in StressTyp. A count of how many
































































































































Figure A.2: Number of languages in each classification found in each depth. As depth
increases, the number of classifications increases as well, so the number of languages
decreases. Some classifications always have more languages than others.
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uniformly at random from the options at that depth. One sample might yield Mayan
as the “top” class. There are not 117 Mayan languages in StressTyp, and therefore
the sample of languages within this class is necessarily with replacement. Sampling
is uniform within a class. The goal of this kind of resampling is to establish whether
the magnitude of imbalances within StressTyp, placed differently, is sufficient to shift
results.
Figure A.3 shows results of this type for counting stress. Counting stress never
accounts for more than a handful of languages in a sample, reinforcing evidence for
the bias against these languages claimed previously. In fact, no sample has as many
counting languages as in StressTyp—they are seemingly oversampled in the database,
not undersampled.
For window stress (Figure A.4), two claims were made in the analyses. First, two-
syllable windows are more common than three-syllable windows on the same word
edge. This is largely the case in resampling, though for low genetic depths there is
some confusion for right-edge windows. Second, right-edge windows are more common
than left-edge ones. Again, this summarizes most of the typology, though with some
over-sampling at low genetic depth.
Finally, in StressTyp fixed stress follows this order of attestation: initial stress,
penult stress, final stress, peninitial stress, antepenultimate stress, postpeninitial
stress. This order is observed at all genetic depths in resampling (Figure A.5).
A.3 Uniform resampling
Another approach to resampling disregards the type of imbalance found in the
StressTyp counts. Instead, classifications are sampled uniformly at random with
replacement at a given genetic depth, and a language is sampled from that classifi-
cation. Results for this type of sampling appear largely as “smoothed” versions of
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l Counting = 15
Figure A.3: Number of counting stress languages found in 50,000 resamples of the
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Figure A.4: Number of window stress languages found in 50,000 resamples of the
data, biased as in StressTyp. L2, L3 are two- and three-syllable windows at the left
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Figure A.5: Number of fixed stress languages found in 50,000 resamples of the data,
biased as in StressTyp. L1, L2, L3 are initial, peninitial, and postpeninitial stress.
R1, R2, and R3 are final, penultimate, and antepenultimate stress. Legend shows
observed values.
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Results for counting stress appear much as before, only now including the value
15 in their range (Figure A.6). Window stress again reflects some possible impacts of
oversampling at low depths (Figure A.7), with overall agreement with claimed tenden-
cies. Fixed stress is in great accord with the StressTyp numbers overall (Figure A.8).
The only departure in fixed stress is the close approach between final and penultimate
stress at low genetic depths. This is actually an encouraging result—StressTyp shows
higher numbers of penultimate stress than final stress, while other typologies seem-
ingly do not (see Chapter 3). These resampling results suggest that this confusion
might be explainable if StressTyp oversamples low genetic depth classifications with
a high propensity for penultimate stress.
A.4 Discussion
The analysis in this appendix shows that StressTyp is indeed not balanced with
respect to genetic classifications. I provide evidence to suggest that similar sorts of
typologies, with different incidental sampling biases, would obtain similar results for
the large-scale numerical biases pursued in this dissertation. These results therefore
serve to partially assuage worries that these biases are merely epiphenomena created
by the sampling bias from analysts.
I have only examined StressTyp (Goedemans et al., 1996b), not the Stress Pattern
Database (Heinz, 2007). This is despite using information from Heinz’s database in
parts of this dissertation. This is not due to any inherent difference in the databases’
content—the Heinz database could be analyzed in a parallel manner. However,
the majority of the typological claims made in this dissertation are supported in
StressTyp, and thus study of its balance is most important. This is least true in the
typology of fixed stress. As noted above, study of Heinz’s database would be useful
here, to determine if disagreements on final and penultimate stress frequency are due
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l Counting = 15
Figure A.6: Number of counting stress languages found in 50,000 resamples of the
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Figure A.7: Number of window stress languages found in 50,000 resamples of the
data, uniformly sampled within a genetic depth. L2, L3 are two- and three-syllable
windows at the left edge. R2 and R3 are two- and three-syllable windows at the right
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Figure A.8: Number of fixed stress languages found in 50,000 resamples of the data,
uniformly sampled within a genetic depth. L1, L2, L3 are initial, peninitial, and
postpeninitial stress. R1, R2, and R3 are final, penultimate, and antepenultimate
stress. Legend shows observed values.
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Some genetic biases would not be analyzable with these methods. This would
be the case if a large number of genetic classifications were completely unsampled in
StressTyp and those missing classifications exhibited different overall patterns than
seen in StressTyp. This is not possible to know for sure, but for a typology of this
size it is not unreasonable to suppose that the missing classifications are missing at
random, not systematically.
Finally, I make no study here of areal biases. These are undoubtedly also present,
as the frequency of Australian languages attests. The process for biased sampling of
area groupings is not immediately obvious, but uniform sampling could be achieved
by sampling random points on a sphere and comparing these to summary latitude and
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